




PELLA'S NEW ARCHITECT SERIES® DOUBLE HUNG. 

BUILT FOR THE FUTURE, WHILE REMEMBERING THE PAST. 

•CR EATE THE LOOK OF YESTERDAY W ITH PELLA'S 

NEW ARCHITECT SERIES DOUBLE HUNG - BEAUTIFULLY 

DETAILED SPOON HARDWARE, WIDE BOTTOM RAIL, 

NARROW CHECK RAIL AND A WOOD JAMBLINER. 

• MEETS TODAY'S STRINGENT PERFORMANCE 

REQUIREMENTS - DPSO IS ASSURED IN ALL 

CLAD STANDARD SIZES, AND MEETS ENERGY STAR" 

REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL AREAS OF THE COUNTRY 

• TO REQUEST AN APPOINTMENT FOR A PRODUCT 

PRESENTATION, VISIT PELLA.COM OR CALL 1-866-829-9051. 

~ VIEWED TO BE THE BEST.' 
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DESIGN LEADERSHIP 
Mark R. Johnson, FAIA, AIBD 

As part ofWhirlpool Corporation's 

commitment to design leadership, 

we recently challenged 24 industrial 

designers from Europe to "approach 

the future" of built-in kitchen design . 

Our vision is to shape the future of 

the built-in kitchen by exploring more 

highly integrated solutions than those 

currently available. 

We call this research and design initiative 

In.Kitchen. The designers were asked to 

imagine ways to enhance the quality of 

people's total experience with food in 

their kitchens while considering user 

requirements, emerging lifestyles, and 

the evolution of domestic space. 

Whirlpool consumer research uncovered 

four "user types": the Professional, the 

Quick Pro, the Learner, and the One 

Stepper, each with distinct needs and 

desires. We then created a value map to 

analyze how these users would fit into 

vVi11e is kept at the rig/11 te111peraf11re i11sirle the slirli11g chiller. 
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emotional 
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sensorial 
ritual 

user typologies that could 

be translated from research 

to tangible kitchen designs 

(see map at right). The 

designers were assigned a 

scenario from. the map and 

given free reign to design 

an optimal kitchen for the 

particular user. For example, 

the lower right quadrant 

defines an Emotional/ 

FUNCTIONAL - _____ ,._ ____ .., - EMOTIONAL 

New Luxury typology 

that we dubbed the 

"Convivial Scenario." 
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advanced 
specialist 
expert 

Ziba Europe, a firm from Munich, 

Germany, embraced this scenario. Their 

design is titled, THEATRE. T he user 

statement reads, ''I'd like my kitchen 

to be a theatre ... a stage on which the 

rituals of my domestic experience are 

performed together 

with an interactive 

audience; a stage that 

pulses with activity 

and that prompts 

doing and sharing." 

T hrough an intelli

gent use of materials, 

forms and techno

logical applications, 

THEATRE becomes 

a stage where cook and guests prep 

and play before enjoying their meal. 

IfTHEATRE piques your interest, 

enjoy learning about the three 

alternate kitchen designs - RITUAL, 

BUILT-OUT and EQUIPMENT

at www.inkitchen.whirlpool. com. 
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Whirlpool Corporation is pleased to 

showcase the work of these talented 

industrial designers. In their creativity, 

we find inspiration to explore the 

leading- edge of appliance design. 

I welcome your comments at 

mark_rjohnson@whirlpool.com. 

Mark R.Johnson, FAIA, AIBD 
Manager, Architectural and Design Marketing 

insideadvantage. com 

T/1entre 
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KitchenAid brand. 
In a word, 

• • • insideadvantage. com 

Faucer not included. 

"With the briva® in-sink 
dishwasher, I have a sink and 

dishwasher in one." 

The briva® in-sink dishwasher goes far beyond washing dishes. It's great 

for parties, as a second dishwasher and for small kitchens and wet bars. 

The briva® in-sink dishwasher lets you offer homeowners something 

new that shows off their originality and helps in the kitchen. 

Let KitchenAid brand be a part of your well- dressed kitchen. 

800-253-3977. 
KltchenAld~ 

HOME APPLIANCES 

POWERFUL BRANDS • I NNOVATfVE P RODUCT S 

CONSUMER. INSIGHT • TARGETED SERVICES 
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WITH GREENGUARD™ CERTIFICATION, KNAUF WAS THE FIRST TO MEET 
THE TOUGHEST INDOOR AIR STANDARDS IN THE INDUSTRY. 
Relax and take a deep breath. Knauf's full line of building insulation was the first to earn 

certification from the GREENGUARD Environmental Institute:M This third-party certification 

and monitoring of Knauf Batts, Blankets and Blowing Insulation gives you the assurance that 

Knauf meets the most stringent appropriate indoor air quality standards for volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs), including formaldehyde. 

GREENGUARD's Certification standards are the most comprehensive in the industry. They 

are based on criteria used by the U.S. EPA, OSHA, the State of Washington, the World Health 

Organization and the U.S. Green Buildings Council's LEED-CI program. So you can breathe 

easy knowing that all Knauf Building Insulation ensures high quality indoor environments 

for you and your customers. For more infonnation contact Knauf Insulation at (800) 825-4434 

ext. 8212 or visit our Web site at www.KnaufUSA.com. 
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© 2004 Knauf Insulation GmbH. 
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"This is my insulation:'® 
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One Wood. 
So Many Possibilities. 
Whatever your style, from Contemporary, 

Rustic/Southwest, to Antique Reproduction .. 

Whatever your finish, 
from Clear to Cordovan, 

Glazes to Antique Finish ... 

German Beech is durable, 

readily available and comes 

from sustainable forests. 

It sands to a high polish , 

finishes beautifully and takes 

a wide range of fin ishes. 

To find out about German Beech or receive a free 

sample for your next design-contact us today! 

North American Sales Office, Portland, OR 
Toll Free 866-432-0699 
Outside U. S. 503-452-5800 Fax 503-452-5801 
usa@pollmeier.com • www.po llmeier.com 
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• When l,S a wall not a wall? 

For more information call 

888.411.NANA {62621 

or visit us on the web 

www.nanawall .com 
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When it's a vanishing NanaWal l': 
Experience a lfresco dining like never before when you make your windows and 

wa lls .disappear. If you can imagine it, you can create it with a NanaWall. 

Enjoy the best of both worlds: a room that blurs the line between indoors and 

outdoors and the peace of mind that comes from the security and safety of the 

independently tested weath er-tight NanaWal l. 

Choose from w indow-sized panels, wal l-height panels , or both (as shown here). 

Available in a full palette of co lors, configurations and finishes - including durable 

aluminum cladd ing -your NanaWal l is limi ted only by the boundaries of you r imagination. 

It 's more than your home. It's your life. Don 't dose it in; open it up, w ith a NanaWall. 

See us at the International Builders' Show, booth S10879. 

NanaWall 4J-
8ringing the Outdoors in 
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The difference between status quo and STATUS SYMaOL. 

Showcased at left: Mahogany, one of 

eight wood species from Weather Shield's 

Custom Wood Interiors Collection'" 

that can serve as a mesmerizing foca l 

point or stunning complement for virtually 

any architectura l style. Specified here on 

Weather Shield Legacy Series® French 

hinged patio doors featuring simulated 

divided lite grilles and coordinating archtop 

transom windows. For complete design 

options, call 1-800-477-6808 or visit 

weathershield.com/RA 

® 

Demand better. Compromise nothing. Want More· 
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Weather Shield"" Premium Windows and Doors 
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JELD-WEN® wood windows and patio doors are now crafted with solid pine, environmentally friendly 

Auralast wood. With Auralast wood, your JELD-WEN wood windows and patio doors will be easier to maintain 

and operate. They'll also remain beautiful and worry-free for years. To learn more call 1.866.520.7798 ext. ALW6 

or visit www.jeld-wen.com/auralast. 

©2004 JELD-WEN, inc. JELD-WEN, Auralast and Reliability for real life are tradema rks or registered trademarks of JELD-WEN, inc., Oregon, USA. 
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Superior protection from wood decay 

Superior protection from water absorption 

Superior protection from termite infestation 

I Backed by an industry-leading 20-year warranty 

RELIABILITY for rea I I ife'" JELJ5WEN 
WINDOWS & DOORS ® 
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from the editor 

the enemy within, part 2 
is there really such a difference between designers of house and housing? 

by s. claire conroy 

• n our last issue, I wrote 

I 
about the divide between 
commercial architects and 
residential practitioners

about how the former some
times regard the latter as the 
lesser professionals. Well , 
I'm afraid there's also a 
schism within the residential 
practice itself-between the 
custom architect and the 
production architect. This 
rift is even sharper, because 
it's a brother-against-brother 
conflict. Here, the custom 
folk discount the abilities 
and achievements of the 
mass market specialists. 

Certainly I've railed 
against the state of main
stream residential design. 
But I've never attached the 
blame to the production 
practitioner. There's a tre
mendous amount of talent, 
knowledge, and good com
mon sense within their ranks. 
You should see the houses 
they design for themselves; 
the work stands up with the 
best. But who couldn 't do 
their best work for them
selves - unedited, uncom
promised, unadulterated? 

The next best scenario 
for creative success is a 
single client with a single 
lot who 's chosen you based 
on~our portfolio of work. 
They've prescreened them
selves to like what you do. 

And only they need to enjoy 
your aesthetic sensibility
and perhaps their banker. 
The stakes are relatively 
low-just a few of you 
shimmying out on that limb. 
Still, even under the best of 
circumstances, few custom 
homes emerge intact from 
the head of the architect. 
Budgets, client tastes, limi
tations of the builder always 
drive changes. The outcome 
is never as perfect as you 
envision it. There are simply 
too many stars to align. So 
you make peace with your
self, and you take pleasure 
in the good work you man
aged to shepherd from start 
to finish . You hope your 
clients will live happily in 
their houses. And you 're 
reasonably sure they 're 
better off than if you hadn 't 
guided them home. 

This is exactly the jour
ney of the production archi
tect. Except the risks and the 
handicaps are exponentially 
greater. Their clients are 
building companies traded 
on the stock exchange. 
(When was the last time a 
custom-home client had to 
make a shmt-term profit on 
your design?) Their projects 
require the buy-in of the 
local public and officials. 
They must prioritize the 
housing on the land above 
the house on the site, 
designing neighborhoods 

and communities. They 
work largely within the 
builder's spec book, turning 
sows' ears into silk purses. 
And then they watch as the 
least skilled labor in the 
home building industry 
assembles it all. Value engi
neering drains charm all 
along the way. Then you 
drive by and disparage 
what you see. But you 
should see the house as it 
was originally conceived, 
and you should imagine 
what would have happened 
if this architect had not been 
involved at all. I think we 
can be reasonably sure we're 
better off than if he hadn't 
guided this project home. 

Production architects 
achieve against great odds; 
the progress is incremental 
and sometimes invisible to 

Mark Robert Halper 

the outsider. We don 't know 
they convinced the builder 
to do 14 houses to the acre 
instead of 18, or to align 
those interior site lines. 
Working from within and 
chipping away at the status 
quo aren 't the easiest ways 
to do architecture. Some
times the biggest success 
isn 't making a house more 
beautiful, it's making a 
house more livable. But 
many times production 
architects prevail in doing 
both, there in the trenches, 
fighting the real enemy. 1 

Comments? Call: 202.736. 
3312; write: S. Claire 
Conroy, residential architect, 
One Thomas Circle, N.W. , 
Suite 600, Washington, D.C. 
20005 ; or e-mail: 
cconroy@hanleywood.com. 
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NEW! 

~WA- ENGINEERED 0 
Exotic hardwood flooring for the style of your life. Unusual grain patterns. 

Vibrant natural color. A signature statement for the discriminating homeowner. 

www.br111.com 

7 

-fBR111-c EXOTIC HA'°WOOD flDORING 

1-800-525-BR111 (2711) 
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BLACK BEAUTY 
Nothing surpasses the classic beauty of a natural black 
slate roof as the crowning glory to a fine building. 
And nobody has a better reputation for providing the 
highest quality unfading black slate, than North 
Country Slate. Drawn from a single quarry exclusive 

to North Country, this smooth, rich material 
exhibits a slight luster prized by architects 
and building owners around the world. For 
the highest quality - and sheer good looks -
make sure you specify your black slate as 
North Country Unfading Black. It's just one 
of the broad range of colors we offer, with the 
textures and sizes that promise the perfect 
finish to your project. For more information, 
contact us today. And go with North 
America's best. 

North Country Slate 
Tel : (416)724-4666; Toll-Free: 1-800-975-2835; Fax: (416) 281-8842 
Email: info@ncslate.com; www.northcountryslate.com 
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.,.. TERMITE-RESISTANT .,.. DIRECT CONTACT WITH CONCRETE 

A lifetime of 
1EAUTY and DURABILITY: 

... ROT-RESISTANT ... Low MAINTENANCE 

... DuraBoard offers the most versatile trim boards in the industry 

... Customized, heat bent mouldings and headers 

... DuraBoard can be routed to give extra attention to 
windows and doorways 

"/have been in the building industry 26 years and have never had this much success 
with one new product. The OuraBoard product has been able to replace all my 
redwood products with greater results and stable pricing. Dura Board has cut my 
overall costs in half with less labor and scrap after the job is complete." 

Rick Lambes, Vice-President of Prestige Homes, Hudson, Ohio 

NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION FROM Two LOCATIONS: 

PLY-TRIM, INC. 
550 N. MERIDIAN ROAD 
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44509 
1-800-PLY-TRIM 
330-799-7876 
FAX: 330-799-2908 
WWW.PLYTRIM.COM 

PLY-TRIM WEST, INC. 
2920 5. (USHMAN DRIVE 
TACOMA, WA 98409 
1-800-545-4454 
253 -572-7300 
FAX: 253-272-5270 
WWW.PLY-TRIMWEST.COM 
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A PONTE VECCHIO OCHRE? NO PR9QLEM. 

No matter w hat your in spiration , skilled LaHabra technicians can quickly provide you w ith accurate 
color matching that other companies just can 't achieve. That means you'll get the c6 1or you specify, not 

just a close, preset approximation . So choose LaHabra Stucco to create your picture-perfect design . 

1.877.LHSTUCCO I wy.rw.lahabrastucco.com 
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Triple 6 Double 7 

"Our new Windsor community is located in New Albany, OH , one of Columbus's most prestigious suburbs. It 's a 

multi-year project, and I want the first home to still look new when we bui ld the last one. Fiber cement was 

specified, but I knew two or three years down the road, it just wouldn't look as good. Then I saw Crane Board® 

Solid Core Siding:" CraneBoard more close ly resembles wood than ot her products. It's guaranteed maintenance-free 

- for the life of the home. It's solid . It's stately. It saves energy and deadens sound . Nothing else is Solid Core·: Nothing else is CraneBoard~ 

In the end , it wasn't me that convinced New Albany's tough architectural review 

board to agree to a spec change for all of Windsor's 368 homes. It was CraneBoard:' CRANE[•]!~~~·~· 
SO LID CO R E SYSTEM" 

Circle no. 208 
2005 Crone Perfo rmance Siding Made in America I Call 1- 800-366-8472 or visit us at www .cranesiding .com 





letters 
exercise your right to write. 

alien concept 
hat planet are 
you living on 
that lets archi
tects charge 

almost 14 percent ($60,000) 
-for a 2,200-square-foot 
house ("Where's the Archi
tect?" April 2004, page 11)? I 
must assume it's not this 
planet. Of course the client 
went to a design/build firm' 
Who could afford those 
kinds of fees? 

Any architect knows that 
a 14 percent fee in most 
areas of the country, and 
especially in the highly 
competitive Chicago mar
ket, is umealistic to even 
think of asking for. In many 
cases , the builder will not 
even make that much. 

To be disparaging to the 
design/build firm is really 
unfair to them. Do you 
know if they had a licensed 
architect on staff? Or, as 
part of the design/build 
package, do they partner 
with an architect? Legally, 
design/build firms can work 
both ways. Perhaps that is 
what the client meant when 
he said that he had hired an 
architect but corrected him
self. He hired a 
design/build firm with an 
architect on staff who pre
pares the drawings. 

Michael J. McGee, AJA, ALA 
President 

Ml McGee and Associates 
Geneva, Ill. 

here 's the 
architect? 
Probably 
struggling to 

keep his/her business afloat 
while some builder makes a 
handsome profit by deliver
ing another "blah" house to 
a client who thinks the way 
to save money is to elimi
nate the architect from the 
process entirely. 

Your editorial all too 
accurately and sadly 
reflects a common scenario. 
The one thing I would take 
exception to is the $60,000-
plus design fee. Here in 
hubba-builder land of cen
tral Texas, a fee like that is 
the stuff dreams are made 
of' The likely fee in this 
area, even for a highly 
detailed, steel-framed 
design and working draw
ings package would be in 
the neighborhood of 4 to 5 
percent of construction 
costs-possibly less-plus 
engineering fees . Here we 
must compete directly with 
unlicensed building design
ers, stock plans, and a var
ied array of in-house or 
freelance drafters- all 
equipped with a computer, 
CAD program, and two or 
three community college or 
tech school courses in 
architectural drawing. 

An important part of the 
solution must lie with educa
tional and marketing efforts 
on the part of individual 
architects and firms , state 
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registration boards, and the 
AIA. Realtors and developers 
have done a far better job 
getting their message across 
to the home buying/building 
public than has the architec
tural profession. I recall an 
AJA-sponsored TV ad series 
a few years ago, but the tone 
of those spots was somewhat 
lofty and vague. 

It 's time we made a seri
ous effort to reach people 
"where they live." The 
stereotype of the expensive, 
snobbish ivory-tower archi
tect doesn't appeal to most 
prospective custom-home 
clients and most certainly 
not to practical-minded 
builders. If the general pub
lic views architecture as an 
expensive and elitist profes
sion, can we really blame 
them? That would indeed 
still seem to be the overrid
ing philosophy of the AIA 
licensing boards, and 
many professional degree 
programs that downplay 
dimensional drawings. 

It is time for us to present 
our services in a more acces
sible and informative man
ner. Both individual and 
builder clients are more like
ly to appreciate our services 
and pay what they are wo11h 
if they have a better under
standing of what it is that we 
do and the advantages of hir
ing a design professional. 

Robert Margel! 
Kingsland, Texas 

charged up 
enjoyed the compendium 
of mail and your own 
comments on the 
"Where's the Architect?" 
feedback ('The Charge 

Brigade," August 2004, page 
13). But isn 't this derivative 
of the old art/business conun
drum regarding architectural 
practice? That one's been 
debated since long before I 
entered the field 40 years ago. 

Few practices can keep the 
light on indefinitely, waiting 
for that inspired design 
oppo11unity to show up, with 
the client ready to pay the 
fee. Work must be scaled to 
fit the economics of each 
commission, even if that 
means having another income 
source to pay the bills until 
one hits the big time. 

Since the architecture pro
fession hitched its star to the 
"art" side of the dynamic, 
less emphasis has gone into 
training for business-side 
mechanics. But, especially 
for single-family residential 
design, this emphasis con
spires with project scale and 
real estate valuation norms to 
render the architect as over
head. In this computer world, 
design inspiration comes with 
the software; architects need 
more education on the art of 
this business deal than with 
the art of the building design. 

Chris Williams 
Middletown, Conn. 

continued on page 22 
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letters 

ou hit the nail market there to be similar. resort communities, in With the kind of formula 
right on the head The greatest variable in Charleston we have a couple design that we are seeing in 
regarding a subject that time, other than the of "in-town" planned neo- many of these communities, 
that our profession amount of competition, has traditional communities. architectural services are 
simply does not been construction cost. In One is I'on, and the other rapidly being marginalized 

know how to deal with. the late 1970s, you could is Daniel Island. When you to the point where they 
I have been in practice in build a good house at buy in these communities have little value in the 

Charleston, S.C., since Kiawah Island for $100 per with their in-house real marketplace. 
1979, and custom homes square foot; today, the going estate staffs, you pay a The real problem is get-
have always been part of rates are $250 to $350-plus higher-than-normal real ting the client to understand 
my work. Most of these anywhere along the South estate fee. In both cases and appreciate professional 
custom homes are located Carolina coast for anything these communities have a architectural services. Many 
in the numerous planned of quality. In Rhode Island, select list of contractors who people honestly do not 
resort communities along we see similar costs for are permitted to build there. understand the difference 
the South Carolina coast, custom homes. For a client, In the case of I'on, you must between the professional 
such as Kiawah Island. And the expectation is that any- start construction within a services we provide and 
most require their property thing that expensive has to prescribed amount of time, getting a set of "house 
owners to hire registered be custom. You and I know and you must use one of plans" from some other 
architects. When I opened that is not the case. their approved builders. The source. The real pity is that 
my office, there were fewer My custom residential day your contractor starts many architects are lower-
than 10 architects in market share has been construction of your house, ing their professionalism to 
Charleston, none of whom slowly shrinking despite he must give the real estate the point where they cannot 
were any real competition many projects being pub- company another full fee on be distinguished from the 
as far as designing higher- lished and receiving the value of the house con- so-called residential design-
quality custom homes. Now awards. In addition to the struction as a referral fee, I ers. We need to distinguish 
there are nearly 90 architec- increased number of archi- suppose for being on the more clearly between what 
tural firms here, the majori- tects in our market, I am select list. The real estate is really a custom house 
ty focused on the residential finding the fees being company is double-dipping and what is just an upscale 
market. Competition today charged by some of them on fees. Both of these production house. The 
is very stiff; there may be a are right in the range you premier communities have houses that I see being 
half-dozen architects run- quoted. An architect from lifted any requirement to designed by architects who 
ning full-page color ads in Hilton Head, whom I didn 't have the houses designed by are charging 5 percent 
local or regional magazines know, recently told me he architects. In the case of to 10 percent are really 
almost every issue. charges 5 to 10 percent for I'on, we heard they are set- nothing more than glorified 

Over the years I have full architectural services! ting up their own design production houses. 
carefully studied what it Then the real estate office to produce house 
costs for my firm to provide factor comes into play. In plans for their clients. At R. Christian Schmitt, FA/A 
full architectural services these planned communities, Daniel Island, we hear that President 
for a real custom home and real estate agents are the houses selling for $1 million Schmitt Walker Architects 
make a reasonable profit. power brokers. They recom- to $2 million are being Charleston, S.C. 
We find we have to be in mend contractors and archi- designed for less than 
the 12 to 15 percent range. tects to their clients , and $10,000. Of course these verybody charges 
We do not have the celebri- usually get referral fees of are not full architectural too much. 
ty necessary to command 3 11z percent of the construe- services and usually with Nobody makes 
the 20 to 25 percent fees tion cost of the house from no services during the con- what he 's worth. 
people like Robert Stern select contractors. I've struction of the houses. Get over it, get on with it, 
get. We ' ve used this sort of never paid a referral fee, but This is a great business plan and get back to work. 
fee structure for almost 25 they are increasingly out for the real estate develop-
years, and it has worked for there and are a real market- ers and, I think, also for the Dennis K. Parsons, AJA 
us. I also have an office in ing and fee consideration. select home builders. But Parsons Architects 
Rhode Island and find the In addition to upscale what about the architects? Hinsdale, Ill. 
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news from the leading edge of residential design 

is the future now? 
Many homes designed for discriminating clients today contain Although the 

aspects of green building: passive solar orientation, non-toxic NowHouse comes 

materials and finishes , and sustainably harvested woods. But with a fixed floor 

those features are one-off alternatives to conventional construction, plan, the emphasis 

not part of a package. Clever Homes aims to change that with the is on flexibility. 

NowHouse, a panelized, digitally networked house that can be Mix-and-match 

built at a predictably lower cost than stick-built construction. components allow 

"It's a real grab bag of sustainable concepts, but all contained for a variety of 

in the same bag," says Toby Long, landscape condi-

AIA, co-founder of Clever Homes tions, and the inte-

(www.cleverhomes.net) and principal rior walls are non-load-bearing, designed to be moved about 

of tobylongdesign, in San Francisco. at will and locked into place. The house can be one or two stories 

Clever Homes spent six months and contain up to five bedrooms. At $48 per square foot for the 

working with manufacturers to build shell materials ($83 per square foot with finishes), it takes three 

a common set of construction specs. to four months to build, including site prep. 

The building blocks include engineered The prototype house has already been sold. The company is 

-lumber framing and structural insulat- now reaching out to more manufacturers to create downgrade and 

ed panels. Made of expanded polystyrene and laminated with ori- upgrade options. High-end construction, Long notes, is in need 

ented strand board, the wall panels can be left exposed as interior of as much change as the low-end market. "We want to position 

walls or finished off with recycled Sheetrock. The 6-inch-thick wall ourselves at what we see as the inevitable convergence of design 

panels, 12-inch-thick floor panels, and 10-inch-thick roof panels are and construction-process technology, and lifestyle and consumer 

all made in 48-inch-wide modules, as are the 8-foot-tall windows. technology," he says. -cheryl weber 
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The NowHouse is clad in 
a combination of concrete 
siding and powder-coated, 
recycled steel siding, and 
optional Kalwall. Inside, 
Clever Homes offers items 
from light fixtures to appli
ances and cabinetry made 
of bamboo over wheat
based agriboard. 
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home tomes 
ccompanying the 
home building 
boom is a verita-

ble bonanza of books 
about houses. The 
Taunton Press ' books 
are actually written by 
residential architects, 
offering their hard-won 
insights on everything 
from farmhouses to 
building on a budget. And 
from assorted publishers 
comes a new crop of books about prefabricated homes of every 
ilk-humble, hopeful , and audacious. 

The Farmhouse ($32, hardcover) celebrates some of the 
best recent examples of this quintessentially American style. 
Architect Jean Rehkamp Larson, AIA, shows readers how the 
farmhouse is being reinvented for the 21st century. 

In The Getaway Home ($30, hardcover), Dale Mulfinger, FAIA, 
invites readers into 24 houses designed and built for the pursuit of 
recreation. He explores the design requirements and possibilities 
dictated by activities, environment, and site. 

Duo Dickinson, AIA, offers 19 case studies of unique and 
imaginative homes built to real-life budgets in The House You 
Build ($34.95 , hardcover) . Good design , he asserts, doesn 't 
have to break the bank. 

And architect John Connell, AIA, founder of the Yestermorrow 
Design/Build School, takes readers on a journey through more than 
20 homes in Creating the Inspired House ($34.95, hardcover). His 
thesis: Successful, meaningful design comes from articulating the 
owners ' personal passions. 

Rocio Romero and Steven Holl are just some of the prefab 
practitioners profiled by Jill Herbers in Prefab Modern ($39.95, 
Harper Collins, hardcover). Herbers covers a wealth of material to 

show how beautifully and stylishly 
designed today 's prefabs are. 

In Prefab Home ($24.95, 
Gibbs Smith, softcover) , 

interior designer Michael 
Buchanan tracks factory

built housing from its 
origins to its use today. 

As a recent example, he cites 
his own custom house, which was 

assembled from prefabricated modular 
components and mid-range, off-the-shelf products 

and materials. -Stephen Sheikhli 
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kind of, sort of better 

esidential architects care deeply about the dwellings they design, striving 

always to make them highly livable, well-crafted, and beautiful at the same 

time. But making those qualities available to custom clients with tight budgets 

or applying them to price- and market-sensitive production houses is a great 

challenge. We at residential architect are concerned with the problem of how to deliver 

better-designed houses to a wider audience. To explore the topic from the inside out, 

we gathered five very experienced residential architects for a roundtable discussion, 

excerpted here. They included 

(pictured, from left) Dan Phipps, AIA, 

Dan Phipps Architects , San Francisco; Courtesy Andersen Windows 

Ed Binkley, AIA, Bloodgood Sharp Buster Architects & Planners, Oviedo, Fla.; Dale Mulfmger, 

FAIA, SALA Architects , Minneapolis; Stephen J. Vanze, AIA, Barnes Vanze & Associates, 

Washington, D.C.; and Gary Furman, AIA, Gary Furman Architects, Austin. Thanks to our 

sponsor, Andersen Windows, we gathered at the company's "inHOME" idea house in Park 

City, Utah, designed by Michael Plautz, AIA, of RSP Architects in Minneapolis. The 

question that launched the discussion: What is standing in the way of custom architects 

Event Digital Photography Inc. delivering high-level design to clients of more modest means? 

Stephen Vanze- "In our case, we've tailored 
our service for so many years to the higher 
end, it 's hard for us to readjust ourselves and 
our service to the middle-income group that 
can 't afford the amount of detailing we 
typically put into a set of drawings and the 
amount of thought, frankly, that goes into 
the designing of a house. It 's very hard to 
make that work on a modest budget. The fees 
become such a big part of the project that we 
just tell people, you'll hate us . You won't hate 
us now, but you' 11 hate us in a year." 

Dale Mulfinger- "I think most of what we as 
architects do is an added-value service. What 
we found fairly early on is there's a huge dif
ferential between the blueprint the production 
builder might be building from and the blue
print the architect tends to provide. The blue
print the builder typically uses is four pages, 
and the blueprint we all might turn out is 30. 
In that vast gap in between, there are lots of 
alternative services you can provide. You can 
provide I 0 hours of service, a hundred hours 
of service, or a thousand hours of service to 
different people who want different levels of 
added value. And they are all willing to pay at 
the standard rate you charge. So if you charge 
$120 an hour for your time or $60 an hour for 

one of your junior assistants, you can still 
charge that-even if you're only doing 10 
hours of service-because what you can do, 
at least if you've got some knowledge of the 
industry, is always added value. That's the way 
we have offered that much broader range of 
potential services-by charging an hourly rate 
and tailoring service. 

"You know, it comes with the notion that 
you as an architect can accept what you're 
not going to do. You have to say, well, what 
was the probable outcome had you not been 
involved? And between that probable out
come and a little bit better outcome lies the 
possibility of a lot of architects serving the 
public. And so there's a huge potential out 
there for more work if more architects want 
to do ' not full-service."' 

Dan Phipps-"I see the need, but we've smt 
of trained ourselves to do a certain thing a 
certain way. And it's hard for us to break out 
of that mold. I mean, I've got somebody- if 
I give him a drawing, he's just going to sit 
there and detail the hell out of it, and I have 
to yank him away from the drawing board to 
have him stop, because he's trained to look at 
things ad infinitum. And that's what I want 
him to do, and that's what I want to do." 

Ed Binkley-'Tll give a little plug to Jack 
Bloodgood. His early philosophy was that all 
homeowners deserved a home designed by an 
architect. And that was a big driving force for 
him. It's difficult to do in this market. And I 
think one of our biggest challenges is how can 
we provide that service for everyone? Eyes are 
opening a bit among builders; they see what 
architects can bring to the table as a plus. 
They're tired of going the same old route too." 

Gary Furman - "I was reading through 
Architectural Record's story on Sam Mockbee, 
who received the AIA gold medal. He said that 
everyone, rich or poor, deserves a shelter for 
the soul. And it's true. How we get there, I 
don't know that I have the answer. But I think 
that somewhere we have to find the right match 
for potential clients. And it's a difficult process. 
It's hard for us to align ourselves sometimes 
because of the way we're trained." 

Mulfinger-"Today we're blessed in the 
United States with an incredibly well-educated 
populace. And that populace wants more possi
bilities. And we're uniquely situated to begin 
to deliver that for a broader population. I just 
think we need methods. And we probably 

continued on page 32 
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need new educational models. We 're all trained as 
kind of doctors, with a lot of education. And the only 
other sourcing person we have is somebody who has 
very little education, i.e. a draftsperson-and that 
might be akin to the Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN) 
in medicine. So we have doctors and we have LPNs. 
It seems to me that we 're missing the Registered 
Nurses (RNs) in our industry. We need to educate 
other people who can also serve, but maybe at a 
lesser level, and fill these gaps in between. The 
market is there, and a tremendous number of people 
are willing to pay for it." 

Vanze-"The only thing that makes it hard, though, 
is the liability issues. We are very reluctant to do a 
project where the owner wants us just to do some 
drawings and go away, because so many things can 
go wrong and it's so easy to fix them if you 're there 
while it 's being built. And if you're not there, a little 
mistake can become a big mistake, which is why we 
find it very scary to give partial services to people." 

Mulfinger-"Another thing missing is the pattern 
book. You used to be able to build a nice house from 
plans-the Sears models, for instance. Today, every
body 's building from a new pattern and tradespeople 
never really get used to it, never refine it. It doesn 't 
get aesthetically better, technically better. They just 
go on to the next one. Something has changed the 
role of the home plan and its impact to produce good 
houses. You can drive the countryside and see a beau
tiful old farmhouse, and the windows are perfectly 
ordered and logical and it has a charm. And it's 
vacant. Sitting next to it is the ugliest two-story that's 
15 years old and has no aesthetic understanding. 
Both of those came out of the same kind of cultural 
base. They're out in rural America. And, you ask, why 
did the rules change? How did the farmer originally 
know to get that really beautiful farmhouse? And 
how does the current farmer not appreciate that or 
seek or want that same level of knowledge?" 

Furman- "It's always been said that it takes a 
good client to help produce a good house. If you 
have a client who 's willing to explore different ideas 
about the way space can be <manged, is willing to 
look at different materials, then an architect with the 
right mindset can certainly design a much better 
house for the same price or maybe even a cheaper 
price. The problem is when somebody wants the 
typical house, or they're not willing to have a differ
ent model or a different relationship of rooms. It 's 
hard for us to make that any cheaper than they 
would have gotten out on their own." 
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Mulfinger- "But many of the people who buy 
those want more and that's all they 're being offered. 
They don 't have the opportunity to find more 
because our profession isn 't out everywhere like the 
builder is. We are available-and the number of resi
dential architects is doubling every two years-but 
we're still a pretty tiny little group in the whole set 
of people serving this industry. I think the one thing 
that stands out about architects is they really are edu
cated well in both aesthetics and general technologi
cal issues. So the question is can we put it to work?" 

Furman - "There are quite a few architects in 
Austin that do design/build. They 're having a great 
amount of success turning out buildings that are 
very interesting, at phenomenally cheap prices. 
Being the builder, they 're able to go directly to a 
solution that is economical." 

Mulfinger- "The principal advantage is they can 
shop for product. Once you become a builder, and 
if you 're also the designer, then you can shop for 
product until you attain your value." 

Binkley-"I think that's true. A lot of the enjoyment 
we had building our house was taking off-the-shelf 
materials and using them in slightly different ways. 
What are some more common things we can give 
uncommon uses to? That's part of what can we bring 
to the table with some builders." 

Mulfinger-"Mortgage lenders are another big issue. 
They can't read charm in a plan. They can just read, 
oh, it's five bedrooms and three baths and it's 6,422 
square feet with four garages. They know how to read 
that because it's quantitative. We 've had success in 
either a) knowing the mortgage lender, so they know 
we do different things, or b) making sure the mortgage 
lender comes out at the end of the product. 

"You know, one of the ways we manage the budget 
is to prioritize. We ask clients, what's the minimum 
you absolutely have to have until you ' ll say, oh, this 
isn't even worth doing? What's the next level of stuff 
you 'd like to have above that? And then , if you could 
have the house you always wanted to live in, what 
are some absolute fantasy ideas you might have? 
Then we always pluck one of those fantasies and 
pull it into the base." 

Vanze-"There's a real need for just making houses 
kind of, sort of, better. And I think kind of, sort of 
better lifts the boat. With a limited budget, there 's 
only so much you can do but you can make it kind 
of, sort of better." 

street talk 

We commissioned a recent 
survey on design in the housing 
market. Conducted by The 
Farnsworth Group and spon
sored by Andersen Windows, 
448 architects, mostly custom, 
were interviewed. To provide 
a counterpoint, 150 consumers 
were also interviewed. 

The architects: 
• 77% said their customers' 
understanding and appreciation 
of design has increased in the 
last five years. 

• 53% responded that their 
customers came to them 
because they couldn ' t find 
the house they wanted 
anywhere el se. 

• 71 % said their customers 
believe good design adds to 
the market value of their 
homes. 

57% thought their clients 
would sacrifice square footage 
to improve the design quality 
of the house. 

• The largest percentage 
claimed labor and material 
costs were the greatest barriers 
to better design. 

• 67 % were convinced that 
good design is on the increase 
in residential housing. 

The consumers: 
• 93 % believe that good 
design adds to the market 
value of their home. 

• 90% regard a good floor 
plan as integral to good design. 

• 47% said they wou ld sacri
fice high-end appliances and 
cabinetry, landscaping, and a 
media room to maintain the 
design quality of their house. 

• The largest percentage 
thought good floor plans and 
overall architectural design 
quality were what mattered 
most in their house. 
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on the boards I sonoma mission 

or years the unwill ingness of the pro
duction housing industry to consider 
Modern design has irked Rodney Fried
man, FAIA. He founded his San Francisco 
Bay area firm , Fisher Friedman Associ-

ates, in the 1960s, the heyday of popular Mod
ernism. But since then , Bauhaus-influenced 
design has been reserved mostly for public 
buildings and custom homes , while spec 
homes have veered in a decidedly traditional 
direction. After many fruitless attempts to con
vince developers to think Modern , Friedman 
finally sunk a hole in one-on the golf course, 
of all places. "My golf pro, Al Hand, had a 
couple of lots he wanted to develop," says 
Friedman . " I convinced him there was a 
market for Modern housing." 

Friedman agreed to help design two spec 
houses for the Sonoma, Calif. , lots, working 
as a freelance consultant to save Hand from 
paying the firm 's higher fees. The endeavor 
became a family affair when Alison Steppan, 
Friedman 's daughter, and her husband, Mark 
Steppan, AIA, executive vice president of 
Fisher Friedman, signed on as project designers. 
The trio came up with a pair of distinctly 
different, very high-end houses-one white
plaster-clad and inspired by the International 
Style, and the other a shingled, vaulted-roof 
affair with a glass-and-plaster link connecting 
its two wings. "They give people an opportu
nity to get something they can ' t get with other 
production housing," says Mark Steppan. The 
2,700-square-foot homes are currently under 
construction, and Hand plans to market them 
for $1.4 million to $1.6 million apiece. 

Now that he 's gotten this project going, 
Friedman hopes it 's just the beginning of a 
new wave of Modern spec houses. "I keep 
thinking there 's an unserved market out there 
for all these young people who buy furniture 
at Ikea," he says. "Lofts and condos are con
temporary, but not single-family houses. If 
this can be established as a successful way 
to build, it's a win-win deal." He benefits in 
the short-term, too. In re turn for his services, 
he 's received an unlimited supply of free golf 
lessons. -meghan drueding 

www.residentialarchitect.com 

Rodney Friedman, FAIA, 
relished the freedom that 
developer Al Hand gave 
him to create two Modern 
spec houses in Sonoma, 
Calif. Friedman's daughter 
and son-in-law, Alison 
and Mark Steppan, AIA, 
served as his co-designers 
on the project. 
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calendar 

custom home design 
awards 2005 
entry deadline: march 21 

binder deadline: april 18 

Houses designed for a specific client and site may be 
submitted by builders, arcrutects, remodelers, designers, 
and other industry professionals. Categories include cus
tom home (grouped by square footage) , custom kitchen, 
custom bath, renovation, accessory building, and custom 
detail. Winners will be featured in the September 2005 
issue of CUSTOM HOME magazine and honored at an 
event during the 2005 AIA National Convention in Las 
Vegas. Shown: merit award winner, custom home more 
than 5,000 square feet , by David Jameson Arcrutect, 
Alexandria, Va. Call 202.736.3407 or visit www.custom 
homeonline.com for more details. 

spring through winter 
january 7-february 19 

MAK center for mt and architecture, west hollywood, calif. 

Photographer Amir Zaki documents modernist 
homes that have been refaced and restructured due to 
multiple earthquakes, renovations, or redecoration, 

Amir Zaki photographing the extreme underbelly of these once 
idyllic but now ominous and monstrous structures. He dig
itally alters these suburban landscapes into fantastical and 
impossible arcrutectonic structures and presents rus inves
tigations in a suite of photographs of swimming pools, 
fireplaces , and cantilevered buildings. For more details, 
call 323.651.1510 or visit www.makcenter.org. 

open: new designs 
for public spaces 
january 15-may 15 

national building museum, 

washington , d.c. 

.~ 

. ~ . ' . ·. _, \, . ·. 

I 

Aljosa Brajdic, Damir Fabiujanic, 3LHD 
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How our public spaces are defined, designed, and pro
tected in an age of heightened security and increased 
electronic interaction is the focus of this exhibition 
by New York's Van Alen Institute. OPEN showcases 
innovative arcrutecture, landscape, and urban design by 
such renowned designers as Will Alsop, Craig Dykers, 
Peter Eisenman, and Walter Hood. More than 300 
images, digital animations and videos, and models, from 
memorials to new types of urban plazas and parks , will 
be on display. Shown: Memorial Bridge, Rijeka, Croatia. 
To learn more, call 202.272.2448 or visit www.nbm.org. 

www.residentialarchitect.com 

tea table, coffee table 
february 25-june 12 

milwaukee art museum 

Tills exhibition compares parallel 
developments of two familiar furniture forms . 
The three-legged tea table was introduced to the U.S . 
in the 1720s by immigrant British craftsmen. The coffee 
table arrived some 200 years later and inspired the 
creation of a new type of literature: the coffee-table 
book. Prime examples of the tables will be on display. 
Shown: Coffee Table (1944-50) by Paul T. Frankl. Call 
414.224.3200 or visit www.mam.org for more details. 

emerging voices 
works in progress 

march 3-april 16 

museum of design , atlanta 

John Gemblin 

This exhibition marks the Courtesy Museum of Design 

culmination of a yearlong process that began with a 
search for Atlanta's brightest emerging arcrutectural 
talents. After a juried selection, winners will have their 
work displayed in the Jensen Gallery and will have the 
chance to present a lecture and to give a tour of one of 
their local building sites. Shown: Nam June Paik Museum 
(2004) by Jean Wu. For museum hours, call 404.688.2467 
or visit www.atlantainternationalmuseum.org. 

building energy 2005 
march 15-17 

boston world trade center 

The Northeast Sustainable Energy Association pro
motes the understanding, development, and adoption 
of energy conservation and non-polluting, renewable 
energy technologies . This year's event focuses on the 
intersection of green building design and clean energy 
generation, with the theme "The Practice of Sustain
ability: Art, Science, Business! " For registration infor
mation, call 413.774.6051 or go to www.nesea.org. 

continuing exhibits 
Florence Knoll Bassett: Defining Modem, through 
Mar. 15, Philadelprua Museum of Art, 215.763.8100; 
Chicago Architecture: Ten Visions, through April 3, 
Art Institute of Crucago, 312.443.3600; Museum of 
Modem Art Manhattan Reopening, ongoing, Museum 
of Modern Art, New York, 212.708.9400. 

-shelley d. hutchins 
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Fight basement moisture 

with 
a powerful 

combination. 

The TUFF-N-DRI two-part system 
beats three sources of moisture: 
leaks seepage condensation 

MOISTURE OUT. Excess moisture can be brutal on the homes you design. 

Moisture can create damp, uncomfortable living environments. Make air conditioners, 

heaters and dehumidifiers use more energy. Damage drywall, carpeting and furnishings. 

Even weaken structural materials . 

But you can fight back by specifying the one-two punch ofTUFF-N-DRI® Basement 

Waterproofing System. This unique black-and-pink combination defends against three 

main sources of moisture from basement walls, by preventing leaks, stopping seepage 

and reducing interior condensation. 

CONFIDENCE IN. By fighting basement moisture three ways, TUFF-N-DRI 

also gives you the opportunity to design lower level space as luxury living spaces. A dry, 

luxury basement can increase homeowner satisfaction - and build your reputation for 

future referrals. And TUFF-N-DRI is so strong, it's backed by a 20-year transferable 

performance warranty.* 

So fight basement moisture and champion your business with TUFF-N-DRI - North 

America's #1 brand of new basement waterproofing. For details, call or visit our Web site. 

800-DRY-BSMT TUFF-N-DRl.com 

·~ 
~ 
8 

~ 
~ 

.......................................................................................................................... @ 
*Visit TUFF-N-DRI.com for full derails on our 20-year performance warranty. Circle no. 213 
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You have a choice. 
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Choice #2 

1. Visit ebuild.com. 

Some choices are better than others. At ebuild, you'll 
find the industry's most comprehensive onl ine product 
catalog, with more than 210,000 products from hundreds 
of leading brands. Sea rch by manufacturer, size, style, 
co lor, and many other criteria. For starters, choose from 
5,861 exterior entry doors or 1,506 refrigerators . You 'll 
find everything and t he kitchen sink (3,333 of those). 
Fast. Easy. One click away. 

ebuild. The professional's guide to building products™ 

hanley..,wood 

ebuild 



Y5a:&1tWnai 
YQU&laJtiffl;? 

YQX<Jtti6i/£ 
Proudly introducing Legs , Feet , Posts , and Aprons 

- the newest addition to our line of quality 

architectural woodcarvings. For additional 

information on these products, please go to 

www.enkeboll.com. 

New Catalog and Design Portfolio $~o 

Complimentary brochure also available 

Made in the U.S.A. Enkeboll Designs© Coppight 1996-:<004. 

Stock Items ship within three business days. 

VISIT OUR BOOTH #S 11325 AT THE IBS SHOW 

Ar chitectural Woodca r vi n g s 

800.745.5507 
www.enkeboll.com 

16506 Avalon Boulevard RA I 05 
Carson, CA 90746 
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k+b studio 
kitchen: 
plane view 

The elongated, open 
kitchen is positioned 
at the geographic 
and soulful center 
of the loft. 

How do you transform a 5,000-square-foot industrial space 
into a comfortable residence without losing that sought-after 
urban loft feel? Winka Dubbledam used tactile surfaces, 

aried floor textures, and dipped ceilings to create warm 
public and private zones within the free-flowing loft. "Planes 
are introduced as connective membranes," she says, "not only 
by means of translucency, but also by the slicing of these 
planes, separating them into suspended, floating , and pivoting 
elements." 

Such connective membranes include translucent glass 
panels around a U-shaped master bath, signifying the 
transition from public to private areas, and a 10-foot-long 

pivoting breakfast bar that 
swings out for guests or 
tucks neatly underneath 
a similarly cantilevered 
worksurface. The partitions 
physically separate and 
visually unite. By the 
slicing of these planes, says 
Dubbledam, "conventional 
domestic elements are 
transformed." 

The loft's entrance is the 
elevator, so the kitchen was 
constructed as a freestand
ing wall that doesn ' t quite 
meet in the middle. This 
slice of air offers visitors a 

hint of the surprises to come. The wall folds around necessary 
culinary appurtenances and exposes the kitchen to the rest of 
the living spaces. Dubbledam's idea "was that the client could 
cook and still be part of the whole apartment." A band of 
extruded aluminum and frosted glass cabinets are suspended 
above a bank of stainless drawers. The drawers surround the 
oven, dishwasher, and "completely invisible" refrigerator. 
Heralded only by a discreet door at the end of the wall, a 
narrow pantry stores bulky items and things, Dubbledam says, 
you just don't want to see. 

project continued on page 44 
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Existing structural columns were left 
exposed and unfinished as a gritty foil to the 
sleek kitchen surfaces. One of the brawny 
poles supports the dual cantilevered islands. 

Paul Warchol 

residential architect I january · february 2005 

William Geddes, beateworks.com 

Paul Warchol 
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k+b studio 
bath: 
meditation in blue 

Dubbledam's concept of 
overlapping zones and 
spatial connectivity is 
most apparent in the 
master bath. "I took 
everything a bathroom 
needs and wrapped a low 
surface around all of 
those-two sinks, tub, 
toilet." The Aegean blue 
topographic form is made 
of a light wood frame 
wrapped in fiberglass and 
coated in a thin layer of waterproof structural cement plaster. 
The unit was built upside down like a boat, then inverted into 
place. The floor is also coated in the same waterproof plaster 
to accommodate a freestanding shower. 

Lighted niches of pale green glass tile pierce the blue sur
face. Stainless steel sinks and an institutional steel toilet pre
serve the loft's industrial edge. "I really like the shape of 
prison toilets, plus they're made to keep people from hurting 

Contrasting the master bath's rhapsody 
in blue, the powder room is a symphony 
in stainless steel. 

themselves," chuckles Dubbledam. An 
existing rough wood column supports an 
oblong mirror and warms the layers of 
cool surfaces. Sumi glass, a Japanese 
glass with an interior film that can be 
specified in various levels of translucency, 
constitutes the bath's three-sided partition. 
The floating glass divider turns up again 
to encapsulate a private library and two 
guest bedrooms. 

The whole bath is kind of a medita
tion, Dubbledam says. "I was thinking 
of an airplane at night with low intimate 
lighting. Flick off the bright ceiling 
fixtures and a glow emanates from the 
lighted niches , a soothing flight of 
fancy." -shelley d. hutchins 

Photos: Paul Warchol 

architect: Archi -Tectonics, New York City 

general contractor: A.J. Greenwich Contracting, New York : 

glass walls: United Aluminum, New York; plaster: Art in 

Construction , New York ; pivoting bar: Habitat Design, New 

York; structural engineer: Severud Associates, New York . 

resources: kitchen cabinets: Boffi ; cooktop , oven, 

and dishwasher: Miele; refri gerator: Sub-Zero: faucets: Kroin ; 

toilets: Metcraft. 
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We listen. And it shows. 

Period styling. 
Handcrafted to the finest quality. 

We worh directly with anhitects 
to maize sure that they and their 

clients are satisfied with eve1y 
detail. Call for OLll" comprehensive 

arc/1itectural specification gLtide 
and to disrnss yow· next project. 

We listen. And it shows. 

800-999-4994 • www.crown-point.com 



Make the most 01 
vour editorial coverage in 

Residential Jltchitect 
Receiving editorial coverage is like money in the bank ... when you cost
effectively capitalize on your exposure. RMS can show you how to 
expand the positive impact of your press in Residential Architect through 
mass distribution of Reprints, Eprints, and NXTprints. 

The uses for Reprints, Eprints, and NXTprints are endless: 

Trade Show Collateral • Seminars • eNewsleners 
Web Content • Media Kits • Direct Mail • PR Tools 

Recruiting • Sales Force Handouts 

RlllS 
REPRINT 
MANAGEMENT 

SERVICES 

For more inlormation call: 800.290.5460 - Ext.100 
email: inlo@reprintbuver.com 

www . reprintbuyer.com 



Your Complementary, Technical Partner 

From high-end entertainment to who le house automation, homeowners are seeking 

more. They want home theater, mu lti-room audio and video, lighting control and 

integrated touch panels. They want a home designed to respond to their needs for 

entertainment, security and privacy. 

This is good news for you. 

It represents opportunities for greater revenue and longer-term relat ionships. But, it 

also presents the challenges of acquiring new skills and staying abreast of rapidly 

evolving technologies. 

That's where CEDIA can help. 

From design to installation service, CEDIA members serve as your complementary, 

technical partner. 

To find an Electronic Lifestyles™ partner, call 800-669·5329 or visit our web site, 

www.cedia.org. You may e-mail CEDIA at partner@cedia.org. 

Circle no. 384 





Complex detailing. Sustainability. Moisture management. 
Energy and Environmental performance guidelines ... 

Design Profess iona ls today are los ing sleep over design requirements that weren't even issues w hen conventiona l insulation products 
were developed. It's reassuring to know that lcynene® is a superior, soft expanding foam insulation and air barrier system that protects 
bu ildings like no other insulation can. 

On ly lcynene® helps bring these competing design requirements into harmony so you can have restful sleep, night after night. 
lcynene®'s one-step insta llation process both insulates and air-sea ls. That means you have the freedom to design w ithout sacrif icing 
building envelope performance to air leakage. lcynene® helps ach ieve a peaceful indoor environment by minimizing airflow and 
dampen ing unwanted airborne sounds - from traffic and airplanes to plenum and plumbing spaces. You' ll enhance your reputation as 
a designer of healthy, high-performance bu ildings. Best of all , lcynene®'s air-sea ling properties dramatica lly reduce the likelihood of 
building fai lure and future liab ilities that can resu lt from air leakage and accompanying moisture. 

When sprayed into wall s, ceilings, floors and basements, lcynene® softly expands to form a protective barrier. Harmfu l outs ide air -
including pollutants, noise and airborne moisture stays out. Healthy inside air stays in, ensuring a Healthier, Qu ieter, More 
Energy Effic ient® building. 

lcynene® - We'll change the way you think about insulation. 

Circle no. 319 

To request a free copy of lcynene's Architect Resource Binder or 
for more information about lcynene's box lunch program, please email 

architect@icynene.com. 
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perspective 

urban acupuncture 
a san diego firm sees new possibilities for healing the housing crisis. 

by teddy cruz 

fter decades of 
absence from the 
main spheres of 

architectural discourse, the 
phenomenon of the metrop
olis as a site for research 
and experimentation is 
beginnjng to recapture the 
imagination of architects. 
This renewed attention our 
profession is giving to the 
socio-cultural, political, and 
econorllic forces at stake in 
the city could redefine the 
operational processes of 
architecture itself, as well 
as the role of architects in 
the context of city develop
ment. Certain practices in 
contemporary architecture 
and urbanism are generat
ing the re-evaluation of 
notions we have perpetuat
ed as immutable in describ
ing certain typologies and 
concepts in our field . 

In the context of this par
adigm shift, it is clear that 
one of the most important 
issues we need to question 
is housing and its relation
ship to the urbanism it 
occupies. Conventional 
ideas of housing- in gov
ernment, financial, and aca
demjc institutions, for 
example-generally define 
it as an equation, a number. 
In the same way, density 
has been understood solely 
in terms of building size 
and mass. Both concepts 

Courtesy estudio teddy cruz 

At "Living Rooms at the Border," estudio teddy cruz will weave 12 affordable housing units across a 
concrete framework. The open space underneath will function as a marketplace, among other uses. 

need to be redefined as sets San Diego. We're proposing "Living Rooms at the 
of relationships within a that fragments, voids, and Border" is a small project 
broader framework to pro- leftover urban spaces be that anticipates San Diego 's 
mote new types of density transformed to support needed densities and rllixed 
and land uses. Housing and hybrid and layered pro- uses. It has also become a 
density need to be seen not grams for flexible , afford- political instrument for its 
as an amount of units but as able housing , civic and nonprofit developer, Casa 
dwelling in relationship to commercial uses , and pub- Familiar, to transform zoning 
the larger infrastructure of lie spaces. These are the regulations for the border 
the city, which includes ideas fueling the social communjty of San Ysidro, 
transportation , ecological housing projects we are Calif. Casa Familiar's role 
networks , the politics and designing on both sides of as choreographer of a tri an-
econorllics of land use, and the San Diego-Tijuana bor- gulation between communi-
particular cultural idiosyn- der. The goal has been to ty, architectural practice, 
crasies of place. achieve maximum effect and government agencies 

with rllinimal gestures, to suggests that the most 
new view take existing patterns of use experimental work in hous-
In fact , the political and as a point of departure, and ing in the United States lies 
cultural dimensions of to develop urban solutions in the hands of progressive, 
urban housing and density with enough persuasive community-based nonprofit 
as tools for social integra- force to change obsolete organizations, and witrun 
tion have been the central planning policy and zoning small communities such as 
inspiration for our work in regulations. continued on page 52 
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San Ysidro. The agencies 
that engage the social 
dynamics of these unique 
neighborhoods daily can 
mediate between their his
tories and identities and the 
planning policies that shape 
their destiny. Also, these 
nonprofits ' socio-cultural 
agendas translate into 
unique organjzational 
strategies, inclusive of the 
specificity of individual 
communities and places. 

The objective of "Living 
Rooms at the Border" has 
been to distill the essence of 
tills communjty's patterns of 
use, and to let these patterns 
become the basis for incre
mental design solutions 
with a catalytic effect on 
the urban fabric. Such a tac
tical approach generates 
prototypical solutions, and 
perhaps paradigms for den
sification in other cities. In 
a parcel where existing zon
ing allows only three units 
of housing, the project pro
poses (through negotiated 
density bonuses and by 
sharing kitchens) 12 afford
able housing units, a com
munity center resulting 
from the adaptive reuse of 
an existing 1927 church, 
offices for Casa Familiar in 
the church 's new attic, and 
a garden underpinning the 
commuruty's nonconform
ing micro-economies, such 
as street markets and 
kiosks. In a place where 

current regulation allows 
only one use, we propose 
five different uses that sup
port each other. This sug
gests a model of social sus
tainability for San Diego, 
one that conveys density 
not as bulk but as social 
choreography. 

living framework 
Our "Manufactured Site" 
project in Tijuana, Mexico, 
is a very different investiga
tion of the same issue, the 
notion of housing emerging 
out of commuruty interac
tion. It explores how the 
area's informal settlements 
grow faster than the urban 
cores they surround, creat
ing a different set of rules 
for development and blur
ring the distinctions 
between urban , suburban, 
and rural. These startup 
communities gradually 
evolve, or violently explode 
out of conditions of social 
emergency, and are defined 
by the negotiation of territo
rial boundaries , the inge
nious recycling of materials, 
and human resourcefulness. 
For the "Manufactured Site," 
we are proposing a prefabri
cated building frame that 
can act as a hinge mecha
nism to support the multi
plicity of recycled materials 
and systems that residents 
bring from San Diego and 
reassemble in Tijuana to 
create makeshift dwellings. 

"the goal has been to 

achieve maximum effect 

with minimal gestures." 

Courtesy estudio teddy cruz 

www.residentialarchitect . com 

Courtesy estudio teddy cruz 

The "Manufactured Site" in Tijuana, Mexico, consists of a prefabricated 
metal frame that reinforces residents' makeshift dwellings without 
disturbing their traditional, community-based building process. 

These structures are fragile, 
as is the topography of the 
land they occupy. The 
frame could be the first step 
in the construction of a larg
er scaffolding that would 
help strengthen the other
wise precarious terrain , 
without compromising the 
temporal dynamics of these 
self-made environments. 

We want to give the 
layered complexities of 
these sites primacy over the 
singularity of the object. 
In our view, housing is less 
about a collection of 
objects and more about 
participatory community 
processes and the resource
fulness and organization of 
people. By bridging 
between the planned and 
the unplanned, the legal 
and the illegal , the object 
and the ground, as well as 
man-made and factory 
processes of construction , 
the "Manufactured Site" 
questions the meaning of 
manufacturing and of hous
ing in the context of build
ing community. 

Together, these two pro
jects represent the range of 
issues that define our work, 
allowing our practice to 
straddle both sides of the 
San Diego-Tijuana border. 
They have ignited real 
processes of intervention 
within the multiple forces 
that shape this divided 
territory. They have also 

challenged the incremental 
homogenization of architec
tural styles and exclusion
ary planning and zoning 
practices that oppose the 
forces arising out of the 
continually changing and 
expanding "border condi
tion." This situation has 
prompted our search for 
a participatory political 
process advocating, instead, 
an urbanism of juxtaposi
tion , inclusive of socio
cultural patterns of use that 
can promote alternative 
housing prototypes. 

Using the border zone as a 
laboratory has encouraged us 
to observe thriving conditions 
in existing neighborhoods, 
focusing on the dormant 
potentialities of under-utiljzed 
elements, spaces, and urban 
infrastructure. Many lessons 
can still be learned from the 
"great bi-national metropolis" 
stretching from San Diego to 
Tijuana, where radically dif
ferent economic and cultural 
spheres clash and overlap as 
they embrace recurring waves 
of immigrants from around 
the world. A different notion 
of housing can emerge out of 
tills geography, pregnant with 
the promise of generating an 
urbanism that admits the fuU 
spectrum of social and spatial 
possibility. 

teddy cruz is principal of 
estudio teddy cruz in 
san diego, calif. 
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We triple-dog-dare you to BE DIFFERENT. 

Now available: Weather Shield® telescoping 

sliding patio doors that open up any room 

in dramatic fashion. Appearing here in 

a 3-wide panel configuration, attractive ly 

finished with a clea r alder interior. Also 

ava il ab le in 2-wide, 4-wide or 6-wide panel 

configurations in heights up to 10 feet that 

expand in open ings up to 24 feet wide. For 

complete sizing, options, accessories and 

ordering information, call 1-800-477-6808 

or visit weathershield .com/RA 

Demand better. Compromise nothing. Want More· 
Circle no. 25 

Weather Shield® Premium Windows and Doors 



Need building-product information? 

You have a choice. 
Choice #1 

1. 
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Choice #2 

1. Visit ebuild.com. 

Some choices are better than others. At ebuild.com you'll 
find the industry's most comprehensive online product 
catalog, with more than 210,000 products from hundreds 
of leading brands. Download warranty information, 
specifications, manuals, CAD drawings, and installation 
instructions. Fast. Easy. One click away. 

ebuild. The professional's guide to building products'" 

hanley.A.vvood 

ebuild 



Clean. 
It only takes a few words to 

explain the thousand reasons 

to use cab le. Architectural, 

open, simple, see-through. 

Railings, fences, trel li ses, 

sta irs, canopy supports. 

W hatever your reason, 

we have the hardware and 

the technical support to 

make it, in one word, easy. 

CAblE·RAir 
by Feeney 

For our new ~'4-page catalog. 

call us at 1·800 ·888 ·2418 

or go to www.cab lera il. co m 
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Look no further. 

Introducing new TimberTech Floorizon Tongue-And-Groove Deck Planks. 

A fastener-free surface with the look of premium lumber. That's what customers will see when they look at their beautiful deck made 

with new TimberTech F1oorizorf Planks with VertiGrairi" finish. You'll see an installation made simple by the tongue-and-groove 

design and more importantly- happy customers. Ask for new TimberTech F1oorizon Planks. 

To become an Elite Contractor or for more information, visit www.timbertech.com 

or call 1-800-307-7780. 

C 20051imberTech. All rights reserved 
Circle no. 230 <Cl" A CranePla1tlu Company 



practice 

adding value 
the case for architects in residential design. 

by cheryl weber 

he act of design is an 
intangible concept that 
eludes most people. 
They might know good 

design when they see it, 
when they get something 
they can lay their hands on 
or walk through. But they 
have a hard time grasping 
the intellectual work that 
goes into making something 
as complex as a house. 
Unfortunately, that gap cre
ates a catch-22 for architects. 
Part logical, part magical , a 
good house looks inevitable, 
like the obvious fit for a 
client and site, and so peo
ple underestimate the effort 
required to design and build 
it. And until they live in a 
house made for them, they 
can 't fully appreciate how 
it will enhance their lives. 
Even veteran architects 
struggle to explain the 
dynamics of success. 

• e.....__ ... 

' a 

~ 
L.Jlj c "Good architecture, in the 

end, is greater than the 
models and drawings ," says 
architect David Salmela, 
Duluth, Minn. "We don 't 
know the secret to making 
good architecture; it 
surprises us." 

Illustration: Hadley Hooper. "Value" house inspired by the Push-Pull House by David Jameson, David Jameson Architect. 

That being the case, 
homeowners could be 
forgiven for feeling a bit 
squirrelly about hiring an 
architect. At a time when 
modifiable stock plans are a 
mouse click away, spending 

countless hours and tens 
of thousands of dollars in 
design fees for personalized 
architecture is a risk, partic
ularly so for people of mod
est means. But to put things 
into perspective, it's not 
so different from hiring a 
financial planner, Salmela 
says : "Yes, architecture is 
hard, but everything is hard. 
It's hard to give a financial 
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planner $50,000 and tell 
him to make it grow when 
you 're watching the stock 
market go up and down. 
You have to do your 
research on whom to trust." 

The problem is that 
when it comes to design 
services, most people don 't 
know what they're shopping 
for. Programs such as The 
Learning Channel's Trading 

Spaces and HGTV's 
Extreme Homes have raised 
the public 's awareness that 
design matters. But because 
the popular media focuses 
more on cosmetic fixes than 
on space planning, it does a 
poor job of showing people 
how and why design works . 
Left to their own devices , 
homeowners will compare 

continued on page 60 
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real estate prices or square 
footage costs . 

"You hear stories about 
how architects are valued 
[in other countries]," says 
Richard Williams, AIA, 
Richard Williams Archi
tects , Washington, D.C. 
'Tm afraid here we're seen 
as a kind of handmaiden 
to the construction industry. 
We have to justify the value 
of what we do." A polished 
portfolio helps potential 
clients "get" what architects 
do. But it often takes more 
than that to close six- and 
seven-figure deals. Many 
architects are sharpening up 
their sales pitch by spelling 
out the value they bring to 
residential design. Some are 
also taking a second look 
at their services, this time 
with an entrepreneurial eye. 
A 15 percent design fee 
makes sense to people 
building a $1 mjllion proj
ect, but it shocks those who 
want a $300,000 house. So 
an increasing number of 
architects are focusing their 
efforts to capture a broader 
share of the market without 
sacrificing precious profits. 

design tutorial 
Fortunately, the notion that 
a smaller, smarter, higher
quality house is better than 
a big mediocre one is start
ing to take hold across 
America. Clever economy 
is sound design, pure and 
simple, and it's one of the 
best arguments for hiring 
an architect. (This might 
be a good time for Super 
Size Me 2, written and 
directed by an architect.) 
Most clients will buy into 
the idea that they can get 

jewel-like spaces that are 
tailored to fit them, and that 
they can afford the design 
fees because they haven 't 
built an enormous house 
that isn 't well thought-out. 
"At the end of the day we 
can usually provide a great 
project in a small footprint 
for the volume, and it puts 
us in the mainstream of 
what was always good 
work," says Williams, 
whose fees range from 15 
to 18 percent of hard costs. 
"It 's a way of getting back 
to a tradition we've lost as a 
culture. We talk about this 
at great length in our inter
views, and it's a matter of 
negotiating a process that 
most people see as being 
unnecessarily expensive." 

The Los Angeles archi
tecture firm Fung + Blatt 
also spends a great deal of 
time helping clients think 
outside the box. Instead of 
reaching for square-foot 
prescriptions, Alice Fung 
and Michael Blatt look for 
ways to double up on room 
functions and create vistas 
that make a house feel 
expansive. And they can 
keep costs in check by 
specing architecturally 
expressive materials that 
are easy to install but that 
aren't in the vocabulary of 
most builders. The 1,650-
square-foot house they built 
for themselves and their 
two daughters in the hilly 
Mount Washington section 
of Los Angeles has shown 
their mjddle-class community 
that site-specific design 
improves everyday life. 
Neighbors often request by
the-hour consulting sessions. 
"We give broad-stroke ideas 
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the 10 best reasons for hiring 
a residential architect 

1. The house can be tailored to fit the current and 

future needs of its occupants. 

2. A space-efficient, smart house is better than a big 

dumb one. 

3. Architects are inventive with materials and details. 

4. An architect safeguards a home investment by 

observing its construction. 

5. A one-of-a-kind house plays up the best qualities 

of its environment and culture. 

6. Sensitive siting saves energy and resources. 

7. It's a way to explore many different design options 

quickly. 

8. There 's greater potential for the house to increase 

in market value. 

9. The house 's owners get to live in an original piece 

of art. 

10. Building a house should be jun. 

so they know there are pos
sibilities beyond the most 
obvious," says Alice Fung. 
"We have an incentive to 
take on that kind of work as 
a way of improving the fab
ric of the neighborhood." 

Fung and Blatt make 
sure clients understand 
they 're not just pulling 
the design out of a hat. 
And although each design 
is unique to the site , the 
owners, and the program, 
design fees account for less 
than 50 percent of their 
work; the rest is figuring 
out ways to execute it. The 
architects explain their 
services from sketches 
through construction 
checkups, giving specific 
examples of what they pro
vide at each phase. "When 
clients understand the 

-c.w. 

amount of work that 's 
involved, they realize the 
money they spend on our 
fee is well placed," Fung 
says. 

Indeed, Ed Hord, FAIA, 
chair of the AIA 's housing 
committee and a partner at 
Hord Coplan Masht, in 
Baltimore, Md., points out 
that in addition to getting 
an artful design that will 
live well and appreciate 
over time, hiring an archi
tect is a way for clients to 
safeguard their investment. 
"People pay a lot of money 
for insurance over time and 
don't think about it," Hord 
says. " If an architect is 
doing his job, clients will 
save money by having a 
professional who looks out 
for their interests." 

continued on page 62 
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des ign options with MAR-FLEX'? 
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Design Guide -

FREE! 
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Although it's possible to 
get a house built from basic 
drawings, a set of detailed 
specs is an insurance policy 
against confusion and even 
contractor fraud. With those 
blueprints in hand, clients 
can be sure they're getting 
quality materials, and they 
can compare apples to apples 
when the bids come in. 

architecture 
a la carte 
Lots of clients are already 
converts to this way of 
thinking. But other obsta
cles get in the way. Many 
people are highly sophisti
cated aesthetically but can't 
afford to pay for full servic
es. Intellectually, those are 

often the best clients, and 
even extremely high-end 
firms accept such projects 
from time to time. At the 
other end of the spectrum, 
wealthy clients may bring a 
different sort of baggage. 
Often they're instinctively 
distrustful and expect to be 
taken advantage of finan
cially. Both types of client 
fear losing control over the 
budget and the process. 
That's why John Connell , 
AIA, Warren, Vt. , who is the 
founder ofYestetmorrow, a 
design/build school , offers 
buy-as-you-go services. He 
says it helps clients econo
mize if they need to, while 
taking the edge off of the 
uncertainty. 

"a house offers an opportunity 

to be extremely site-specific. 

that's where a talented architect 

can make a huge difference. 

Connell shows clients the 
AIA-approved schedule of 
services, giving them the 
option of doing some of 
the legwork themselves. 
He charges a flat fee for 
the schematic design and 
an hourly rate thereafter. 
"I understand why a lot of 
people don 't want to pay 
for construction supervision 
or certain other aspects of 

-david arkin , aia 

full design service," he 
says. "So I explain every
thing that can go wrong
and right. If they choose 
to omjt some part of my 
services, I explain the pre
cautions we should take so 
they can navigate without 
me. Basically, it 's all about 
education." 

The biggest problem 
continued on page 64 

What kind of home benefits most from a LEV® home elevator? 
The multi-story kind. 
Land prices are pushing home designs upward, and with them the demand for home elevators. By adding a LEV home elevator 

to your next project, you'll increase your net profit and improve the value, convenience, and marketability of your homes. And 

because it's the world's most space-efficient elevator, the LEV won't infringe on your designs or your budget. So when you need to 

build up, you need to think LEV. From ThyssenKrupp Access. 

e LEV 
800-829-9760, ext. 9535 www.thelev.com The Next Level:" 
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with a la carte fees is that during construction, they in terms of siting, and fig- wrestle with that as the 
people usually start to pay a reduced hourly fee of uring out the program and basis for a practice." 
economize at the wrong $100 per hour. "I'm mak- the massing of a house ," 
time-during construction ing sure that all the work I Williams says . "Those shades of green 
observation. "When things put into this design will be things can achieve 75 per- David Arkin, AIA, Arkin Tilt 
start to go wrong, they're followed through on during cent of the real value of Architects, Berkeley, Calif., 
embarrassed to see what a construction," Connell what we bring. The quality agrees. "A house offers an 
mess they 've allowed it to says. "Otherwise, clients of our work doesn ' t hinge opportunity to be extremely 
become," Connell says, will inadvertently compro- on every single detail, site-specific. That's where a 
"and so they don't call mise the project's quality." although it's certainly rein- talented architect can make a 
until a lot of damage is It's not hard to convince forced by that." He adds , huge difference," says Arkin, 
done." To guard against people that houses are "It 's rare that we 've simply who is also president of 
such chaos, he charges most successful when done the front-end work Architects, Designers, and 
$150 per hour for design they 're designed down to and then walked away. In Planners for Social Respon-
development and construe- the doorknobs. But if a the couple of instances it's sibility. He and his wife, 
tion documentation, with homeowner has to choose, happened, the people have Anni Tilt, have built a prac-
the agreement that he will what is the greatest value still gotten a great project, tice around energy- and 
make periodic site visits on architects provide? "I think and they usually come resource-efficient design 
his own schedule at no it resides in the most fun- back later to tell us how that is highly sensitive to 
extra charge. If the clients damental moves - how we much they appreciated the landscape and climate. 
request additional meetings understand the landscape what we did do. You could continued on page 66 
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As the building industry's leading 
residential CAD software package, 
SoftPlan is ideal for builders, 
remodelers, architects, & designers 
looking to decrease drawing and 
rev ision time while increasing 
accuracy and productivity. This 
object oriented design program 
intelligently thinks for the user, 
eliminating much tedious and 
time-consuming work. Get your 
FREE demo today and learn about 
the one tool that will improve the 
way you build tomorrow! 
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Knowing how to position a 
house for passive solar ben
efits and using recycled 
materials differentiates his 
services from those of pro
duction builders. Developers 
don't have north-, south-, and 
west-facing floor plans. Their 
homes aren 't the least bit 

tuned in to the sun 's path 
across the sky, and they're 
likely to be covered in vinyl 
siding, which lasts forever in 
the landfill. 

The firm's knowledge of 
alternative building meth
ods , such as rammed earth 
and straw bale construction, 

also appeals to a growing 
subset of potential clients. 
After completing a straw 
bale house on a relatively 
flat site, Arkin and Tilt 
modified the plan and 
offered it for sale on www 
.healthyhomedesigns.com. 
"We are very clear about 

New! The Ultra Series Basement Door 

The Beauty of a Wooden Door, Without the Work. 
Made from high-density 

polyethylene and engineered 

to exacting specifications, 

the Ultra Series door 

provides safe and code

compliant basement access, 

weather-tight performance 

and easy operation - all 

with virtually no maintenance. 

The Ultra Series door 

will never rust, rot or need 

painting. It's simulated wood 

color will complement 

almost any home's exterior, 

and interchangeable side 

panel inserts allow home

ownersto easily add light 

Louver Panel Insert or ventilation to their 

I 

~ 

basement areaway. 

Light-weight, easy to 

install and backed by a 

25-year warranty, The 

Ultra Series is ideal for 

both new construction and 
Light Panel Insert 

texture and pleasing driftwood replacement applications. 

Please see us at JBS Booth #W5945. 

IAiPcriJ 
/J~ rm (}Wt, 1~"' 

For more information, 
log on to www.bilco.com, 

or call (800) 854-9724 
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which way the house needs 
to be pointed in order to 
work properly," Arkin says. 
'Tm a big believer in the 
ability of straw bale con
struction to create energy
efficient and beautiful 
homes, so we 're hoping to 
embark on a series of mod
est, affordable straw bale 
designs. It's our belief that 
you shouldn 't have to be 
ultra-wealthy to build an 
exciting shelter." 

Concord, N.H. , architect 
Dennis McNeal , AIA, who 
also specializes in sustain
able design, is sometimes 
asked to tweak stock plans 
from mainstream sources. 
Usually he can satisfy the 
clients' needs with less 
square footage. "I tell 
them, 'Had you built the 
mail-order plan, it would 
have cost you this much 
above the cost we came up 
with. Instead, you'll pay 
my fee and get an earth
friendly house that fits you 
now and 20 years down the 
road,"' says McNeal, who 
charges roughly 8 percent 
for design. "They need to 
look at my fee long-range, 
amortized over 30 years." 

model behavior 
There 's no getting around 
the fact that one-of-a-kind 
architecture takes a lot of 
time. At some point, archi
tects tire of defending and 
massaging their fees: Either 
clients get it, or they don ' t. 
They can pay for it, or they 
can't. But another way to 
satisfy the architectural 
soul of middle-class Amer
ica is to offer architecture 
en masse. Five years ago, 

continued on page 68 
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Vetter Denk Architects , 
Milwaukee, diversified into 
development so that it 
could touch people in the 
$150,000 to $400,000 price 
range (and on up) . Through 
density, efficiency, and rep-
etition, the firm can omit 
the high design fees while 
still offering some degree 
of customization and site-
specific architecture. 

"We struggled with it for 
many years-this huge 
group of people who see 
the value in architecture but 
can 't fit it into their budget," 
says partner John Vetter, 
AIA. "Being our own devel-
oper was the most logical 
solution we could see, 
rather than cutting our fees 
to provide architecture, or 
providing half a service. 
We 're becoming our own 
largest client." 

The firm brings 20 years Sound familiar? Maybe, 
of residential programming but it far exceeds the 
experience to the urban design rigor and level of 
condominiums, row houses , customization that most 
and single-family homes home builders offer. 
it's been building in Mil- "There 's an affordable 
waukee and, most recently, shell; it 's spatially interest-
on the Fox River waterfront ing, takes advantage of 
in Green Bay, Wisc. But it sunlight, prioritizes views, 
hasn ' t abandoned individu- and really thinks about 
ality. The architects are cross-ventilation," Vetter 
offering everything from says. "Right there it starts 
raw to ready-made. For to exceed the production 
example, at Park Terrace- model." A fully custom 
21 row houses and 17 single- floor plan is still less time-
family homes in Milwaukee's consuming than starting 
Beerline neighborhood- from scratch. The firm 
clients can purchase one of worked with one client to 
three palettes that take the incorporate an elevator lift 
guesswork out of interior and penthouse artist studio. 
design. Buyers may upgrade "It 's a unique floor plan 
the level of finishes in each that only worked for 
package, tweak the floor them," Vetter says. On the 
plan , or wipe the slate other hand, "someone can 
clean and pay an hourly say, 'I love your base pack-
fee for custom work. age,' and doesn ' t have to 

what brand of skylight 
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by Home Magaziner 
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from Wasco® SkyWindows®. 
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spend a penny more." 
Not far away, David 

Salmela is offering some
thing similar for suburban
ites. Working closely with 
a developer and a land
scape architect, he 's 
designing a community of 
freestanding homes at 
Jackson Meadow in St. 
Croix , Minn ., and Mayo 
Woodlands, in Rochester, 
Minn., ranging in price 
from $250,000 to several 
million. Each house is 
designed for an individual 
client, yet they all share 
common materials and 
proportions that are rooted 
in the local culture. "The 
biggest impact is what 
people see as they drive 
in ," Salmela says. "Every
thing is in harmony, but 
nothing is duplicated. It 's 
like one family where you 
have a lot of kids. They all 
come out of the same gene, 
and it cuts the design fee in 
half." The homes have pre
dictable costs , and they've 
grown in value because 
they're well designed. 
Homes built for $350 ,000 
four years ago now 
appraise at $650,000. 

Yes , good architecture is 
ambitious, but most of all 
it's optimistic. "It 's the 
broadminded people who 
reahze what we 're trying to 
do, and they 're the ones who 
come in and buy," Salmela 
says of his clients at Jackson 
Meadow and Mayo Wood
lands. "When we 're done, 
everyone will want to be 
here." 

cheryl weber is a contributing 
writer in severna park, md. 
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Is it art? Or a renaissance o~ design? 
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION 

the best of both worlds 

the perfect blend of 
technology and tradition 

Most of my clients have two 
houses in mind when we first 
discuss a project. 

They have strong emotional 
associations with the notion of 
home, whether it's a fieldstone 
fireplace, classic cedar shake 
siding, a slate roof, crown 
moldings, mahogany flooring -
they're usually quite specific 
requirements. This is the house 
that my clients design with 
their heart. 

The second house is the one 
they design with their head. 
It's practical, cost-efficient 
and designed both for low 
maintenance and endurance. 

Ir's my job to design the one 
home that satisfies both the 
heart and the head. Admittedly 
a difficult task, advancements 
in materials technology make 
it increasingly more achievable. 

the slate update 

The classic slate roof is an 
architectural icon. Ir gives a 
home a fortress-like quality. 
Ir symbolizes protection and 
longevity yet, at the same time, 
has an artistic appeal unrivaled 
by any other roofing materials 
developed in the past century. 
Until now, that is. 

Only within the past few years, 
it's become possible ro achieve 
the classic look of slate with the 
affordability of a material that's 
more common - and less 
expensive. The material is 
composite slate. The look is 
classic. The price is affordable. 
The two houses my client has 
in mind converge. Weve created 
a technological classic. 

think of it as super wood 

Corbels, crown moldings, 
columns - these are classic 
accents often cut our of new 
home construction due to cost. 
Too often, the head wins out 
over the heart when it comes 
to such "extras. " 

Now, however, thanks to high
density foams that offer greater 
wear and durability than wood, 
these "extras" are making a 
comeback. It's a perfect example 
of technology paving the way 
back to tradition. 

opposites attract 

Tradition and technology - two 
ideals that, for years, were viewed 
as opposite ends of the spectrum, 
are now starting to combine, 
creating a multitude of possibilities 
for the architect. 

I, for one, choose to embrace 
those possibilities. They satisfy 
the heart and the head of my 
clients. They also remove limits 
from my ability to create a 
satisfying design. Tradition 
and technology - all in all, 
it's the best of both worlds. 

Wayne Visbeen 
Visbeen Associates Inc. 

AIA, IIDA 
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THE CLASSIC LOOK 
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For more information on the exciting 
new lntegra System, call 1-888-784-0878 
for a free brochure. 

Everyone appreciates the curb appeal of the classic look. With the lntegra 

System from Quality Edge, you can achieve that look within budget. 

The lntegra system includes steel lap siding in classic, architecturally 

accurate profiles and board and batten in two sizes. Classic accents like 

cedar-like shakes, woodgrain embossed composite t rim, plus more -

all master-planned into a system that's maintenance-free. Tradition and 

technology, together they're reengineering the very notion of classic. 
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TOUGHER 

EASIER 

FASTER 

SMOOTHER 

CLEANER 

WIDER 

BETTER 

For Performance, Beauty and So Much More, 
Insist on MiraTEC Treated Exterior Composite Trim. 

The patented TEC™ manufacturing process enables MiraTEC Trim to outperform wood composites with 

superior termite, moisture and rot resistance. It also gives MiraTEC Trim a more uniform density from end to 

end. Unlike cement fiber trim, it handles just like solid wood. Yet unlike wood, MiraTEC comes with a 25-year 

warranty, the most comprehensive in the category. MiraTEC turns heads with its clear cedar texture and 

reversible smooth side, so turn to MiraTEC Trim for beautiful performance. 

Call your dealer, or for a free sample, cal l 1.800.255.0785 

MIRATEC® 
Treated Exterior Composite TRIM 

Circle no. 288 

©2003 CMI www.cmicompany.com www.miratectrim .com 



• • new vzszons 
by meghan drueding, nigel f. maynard, 
and shelley d. hutchins 

..... -..-..:... 

At residential architect, we've been 

carefully keeping tabs on the new wave 

of Modern prefab housing. Mindful of the way like-minded 

movements have sputtered out in the past, we've had our doubts 

about the power of prefab to fundamentally change the housing 

industry. So we consulted established architects, educators, 

and other experts on the front lines of the 

battle to improve the built environment. 

And we investigated a cross-section of 

prefab-focused firms-some relatively 

experienced, others just getting their 

feet wet. Our research convinced us that 

prefabricated building methods have a 

real shot at becoming more than a flash in the pan. 

If the current crop of prefab architects can find 

a way to control quality, cost, and timing issues, 

they just might provide 

a fresh answer to the 

constant question of 

how to mass-produce 

high-quality housing. 

From top: Courtesy Office of Mobile Design; courtesy 
Resolution: 4 Architecture; courtesy Michelle Kaufmann 
Designs; Geoffrey Warner; Robert Humble 
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jennifer siegal 
office of mobile design 
venice, calif. 
vision: control the factory process 

Danny Turner 

Jennifer Siegal has worked on a kibbutz in Israel, traveled throughout 
Southeast Asia observing nomadic structures, and lived at the remote 
Chinati Foundation in Marfa, Texas. But the most important trip she takes 
these days is to prosaic Rancho Cucamonga, Calif., where production of her 
prefab designs takes place. Unlike many of her prefab peers , she works 
exclusively with one factory. "The facility I use builds one-off things for 
clients like NASA and Disney," she says. "I went to them when I realized 
the manufactured housing industry was not open to change." 

Siegal has always followed her own path. She started thinking seriously 
about mobile homes while teaching in North Carolina in 1996 and 

'97, at a time when few architects thought of a trailer as an 
intentionally designed object. "I noticed all the bad mobile 
design around me," she said. "It seemed nobody had been 
rethinking trailers. I started using them in my classes, having 
students take old trailers and manufactured housing and 
rework them." The concept of movable, flexible structures 
took hold of her, and it wouldn't let go. The SCI-Arc grad
uate moved back to Los Angeles in 1997 and started her 
firm, Office of Mobile Design, the next year. 

OMD designs some stick-built projects as well 
as truly mobile structures such as the interactive, 

collapsible ice-cream kiosk it did for Haagen-Dazs. 
With housing, though, its main focus falls some

where in between. The two prefab prototypes the 
firm designs and sells, the Portable House and the 

Swellhouse, both sit on permanent foundations. They bridge 
the gap between the site-built and the mobile, harnessing the 
construction quality of the former and the mass production 
capabilities of the latter. 

The modular Portable House is completely assembled at the 
factory and arrives ready to install. Buyers can choose from 
10 floor plans and two sizes, depending on their needs and 
budget; a 12-foot-by-40-foot unit costs $79,000, and a 12-

foot-by-60-foot unit goes for $125 ,000. The Swellhouse, on the 
other hand, is a customizable residence made up of panelized 
walls on a steel frame-components are shipped and assembled 
on site. It costs about $180 to $200 per square foot to build the 
Swellhouse in the L.A. area, but costs vary depending on the 
location and the client's choice of materials. 

Both models took Siegal years to develop. "It's a lot more 
complicated than just putting together a kit of parts," she says. 
Her determination to make her prototypes into viable products 
extends well beyond their design and fabrication. She's also 
done much of her customers ' logistical legwork, establishing 

The Swellhouse, the firm's customizable prefab 
prototype (above and right) consists of structural 
insulated panels wrapped around a pre-engineered 
steel I-beam frame. The frame's S shape allows for 
uninterrupted loft-like spaces and large expanses 
of glass. 

''it's a lot nwre complzc ated than 
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Renderings courtesy 
Office of Mobile Design 

Office of Mobile 
Design's watchword is 
flexibility. Its modular 
option , the corrugated
metal-and-translucent
insulated-plastic-clad 
Portable House (left) 
can be permanently 
stacked or joined with 
other Portable Houses 
to create a variety of 
living spaces. 

Because its plan and materials are adaptable according to the client's 
wishes and budget, the Swellhouse can fit any site and climate condition. 

t mt nr;; rogr::the1 a kit ofpurts "-1e1 nir.:-r ~iegal 
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prefab confab 

factory-built houses are the new darlings of 

the media and the architectural community, 

but can prefab really bring high design to 

mainstream housing? leaders in architec

tural practice and theory speak out. 

Martin Moeller 
Senior vice president for special projects 
National Building Museum 
Washington, D.C 
"Sustainabi lity issues are causing many architects 
to re-examine fundamental assumptions about 
how we build, and prefab does offer the potential 
for bringing ' high des ign' to a greater number of 
people. I think we' ll find , however, that it is still 
just a drop in the bucket of the housing market. 
The vast majority of people still seem to want 
detached housing that is increasingly large and 
fulfills certain images about how to live comfort
ably. Many people will continue to have negative 
associations with prefab housing, even if that 
prefabrication is not immediately evident in the 
fini shed house." 

Randy Brown, AJA 
Randy Brown Architects 
Omaha, Neb. 
"It beats the hell out of tract housi ng. In colder 
climates, it 's an opportunity to build indoors. 
There are efficiencies that could translate into 
more architecture for less money, and it could 
compete with tract housing as a much higher
quality product." 

Peter Bohlin. FAJA 
Bohlin Cywinski Jackson 
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 
"It 's inevitable. The future holds a good deal of 
factory-built housing of one sort or another. I'd 
want to see prefab housing that is well-conceived 
and well-detailed, and that can take many forms, 
from trailers to prefab parts that are assembled on 
site. Prefabrication is a way for architects to reach 
a much larger audience and to serve society well." 

Hugh Jacobsen, FAIA 
Hugh Newell Jacobsen, Architect 
Washington, D.C. 
"The front line of architecture has always been 
reasonable and low-cost housing. There 's no 
question prefab is the right way to go, and we've 
never done it. The problem is that the manufac
turer, Jet alone the designer, rarely takes into 
consideration proportion and scale. The house 
is designed to accommodate the machine and 
budget costs. I am suspect." 

continued on page 8 I 
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relationships with real estate agents and financial consultants who are open 
to the concept of prefab. Her cover-all-the-bases strategy seems to be work
ing: Since the homes became available to the public in 2003 (Portable 
House) and 2004 (Swellhouse) , OMD has sold eight of the former and five 
of the latter. It 's also designing an L.A. artists live/work community of 
40 Portable Houses , as well as two low-income housing projects , each 
of which will contain a combination of 40 to 60 Portable Houses and/or 
Swellhouses. 

In addition to exploring both panelized and modular construction, Siegal 
has also investigated the potential of using shipping containers as prefab 
building components. In 2003 she and her firm finished work on the Seatrain 
House, a 3,000-square-foot custom home in downtown L.A., built from con
tainers and structural steel. "I learned a lot from that project," she says. "I 
usually don 't recommend containers, mostly because you can 't get a permit 
for them in L.A. But the idea of using seagoing refuse is really interesting." 
Other notable projects include the master plan for an on-the-boards develop
ment of Modern prefab houses in Joshua Tree, Calif. ; the Eco-Skate House, a 
custom modular residence for a professional skateboarder in Malibu, Calif. ; 
and the Hydra House, an unbuilt underwater dwelling the firm designed in 
two different versions for Popular Science and Wallpaper magazines. 

The Hydra House 's futuristic skin and interiors signal another one of 
Siegal 's fascinations: ultra-high-tech, high-performance building materials . 
She devoted much of her 2002-03 Loeb Fellowship at Harvard 's Graduate 
School of Design to studying them, and is writing a subscription-only 
publication for Princeton Architectural Press , to debut this month, called 
Materials Monthly. "Subscribers get a box with samples of three materials 
and a book explaining them," she says. "The only way that this stuff will 
get out into the world is if architects use it in their practices." 

Yes, Siegal is a busy woman. And her biggest production yet is in the 
pipeline: Inhabitable Art, a collection of prefab house designs by 10 well
known architects, will be built in a new, fully automated manufacturing 
facility she 's building in Riverside, Calif. (OMD will release more informa
tion on Inhabitable Art later this year.) When she needs a break from 
designing, running her six-person firm, writing, and public speaking, Siegal 
leaves her Venice, Calif. , house and goes mobile in her 1972 Airstream 
down to her trailer in Baja California, Mexico. Siegal clearly has a personal 
stake in the future of prefabricated structures, and her motives for believing 
in them are as big-picture as they are practical. "Economics is definitely one 
reason, although prefab is not always cheap," she says. "And the tolerances 
are very tight and precise. But one thing I've realized over the years is that 
too many choices overwhelm people. They want things whittled down 
because time is a factor." If she has her way, a well-designed and well-built 
house will be the only choice there is.-m.d. 

The office's one attempt to date at working with 
shipping containers as building modules yielded this 
custom home in Los Angeles (above, center, and 
far right), finished in 2003. Among its imaginative 
container-made features are a koi pond and lap pool. 
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Photos: Undine Prahl ; renderings courtesy Office of Mobile Design 

Siegal's vision extends 
well past single-family 
houses. She's working 
on multifamily projects, 
including the Eco-Ville, 
an artists live/work 
project in downtown Los 
Angeles made up of 
40 stacked, staggered 
Portable Houses on a 
21 /2-acre lot. 

The future of housing 
may not be limited 
to land. Siegal's 
theoretical proposal 
for a fully submerged 
house (left) , designed in 
different versions 
for two magazines, 
desalinizes its own water. 
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Russell Versac i, AJA 
Versaci Neumann & Partners 
Washington, D.C. 
"I' m convinced that creating plan books for houses 
that are shop-built as a kit of parts is a very good 
way to produce traditional architec ture. It 's not 
the highest-quali ty way to build , but 'good ' has 

to become acceptable so more people can ful fi ll 
their dream of a we ll-des igned traditional home. 
The housing industry builds 4.000 houses a day. 
There 's no way architects can service that number 
of people without find ing better means to deli ver 
what we do." 

Adele Chang, AJA 
Lim Chang Rohling & Associates 
Pasadena, Calif. 
" Pre fabri cati on is one solution among many to 
the housing cri sis. 1 don' t think we have the will 
to do hi gh-density prefab housing in the U.S. 
The American dream of a little plot of land is still 
strong. But it 's time fo r prefab 's sti gma to be 
broken. There's a lot of des ign opportunity there." 

Sarah Susanka, AJA 
Susanka Studios 
Raleigh, N.C. 
"It 's an idea whose time has come. Today's 
technolog ies allow people to actuall y experi ence 
what good des ign can be, so there's fin all y a large 
enough audience that wants to buy it. People are 
willing to spend a little more per square foot for 
a well-des igned house. They want it in a timely 
manner and don't want to have to re invent the 
wheel. However, the pressure to make things 
cheaply is unbelievable. Architects have a role 
to play in making sure prefab doesn' t go to the 
lowest common denominator aga in." 

Peggy Deamer 
Assistant dean at Yale School of Architecture 
and author of The Milleu11i11111 House 
New Haven, Conn. 
"The notion of creating a sophisti cated prefab 
house as the pe1frct country dwelling fo r middle
class inte llectuals is interesting, but it 's too 
narrow a market. The way it 's be ing promoted 
now-with the assumptio n that you can affo rd 
a gorgeous piece of prope rty, and then yo u ' re 
go ing to put a prefab unit on it -creates a 
mixed pi cture of that economic bracket. 1 think 
we need to pick up on thi s but deploy it in a 
different way. Prefab needs to ex pand into areas 

co111in11ed on page 83 
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rob luntz and joe tanney 
resolution: 4 architecture 
new york city 
vision: customize modular typologies 

It all started with a loft. Dozens of lofts, actually. For 15 years , the New 
York City firm Resolution: 4 Architecture has relied on a steady diet of loft 
renovations . "Doing a lot of high-end residential work in New York, we 've 
learned to maximize each and every inch of space," says co-founder Joseph 
Tanney, AIA. Hearing his loft clients bemoan the lack of Modern housing 
options outside the city gave him and partner Robert Luntz, AIA, some food 
for thought. If they could design a minimal box within an existing building, 
they reasoned, why couldn't they do the same thing on its own-a free
standing loft? And, for that matter, why couldn't they repeat the module 

over and over again, offering home buyers an 
affordable Modern housing option? "It's a 

natural extension of our work to be design
ing within a box," Tanney says. "We've 
been doing this since we started." 

Tanney and Luntz, whose combined 
resumes include stints with 

Gwathmey Siegal, Peter Eisenman, 
FAIA, and Perkins & Will, knew 
they weren 't the first to imagine 
mass-produced Modern housing. 
"Most architects over the age of 
40 will say they 've been interest
ed in it at some point," Tanney 
says. For several years the idea 
was just that to them-an inter
est, rather than something they 

actually pursued. But around 2002 
the revitalized prefab movement 

caught the attention of the media, and 
the deluge of press spurred Tanney and 
Luntz to stop dreaming. After research
ing all aspects of the prefabricated hous
ing business, they decided to focus on 
modular designs. And they came up with 
an angle most of their failed predeces
sors hadn 't tried: working within the sys
tem, rather than trying to change it from 
the outside. Instead of expecting manu
facturers to adapt to their ideas, they 
decided to design houses that could be 

built using established factory proce
dures . Since the industry wasn't seeking 
out Modern designs, they 'd bring 
Modernism to the industry. 

The next test for Resolution: 4 will be the comple
tion of 20 or so prefab homes it's now designing, 
including the House for Fire Island (above), whose 
modules will be delivered by barge. 

"it's a natural extension of our 
i:vork to be designing i1itlzin a 
h " .. OX. - JOe tanney 

n 

The key to the firm's modular program lies in its 
site specificity. The Hawk Ridge Residence will 
contain a customized central dining porch that 
opens up to the outdoors. 
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Renderings cou rtesy Resolution: 4 Architecture 

Each modular home by 
Tanney and Luntz's office 
represents an adaptation 
of their modular typologies. 
The Mountain Retreat 
(above) is a cross between 
the Lifted Bar and Two
Story Bar, and the Retreat 
House (left) is a customized 
blend of the Offset T, 3-Bar 
Bridge, and Two-Bar Slip. 

residential architect I january · february 2005 

where it can fi ll a functional niche and doesn't 
rely so much on its aesthetic appeal. England has 
some remarkable prefab housing projects that 
work within a tight economic bracket and look 
good, but have a conservative aesthetic. Ikea in 
Sweden is marketing a prefab housing complex 
cal led BoKlok, wh ich aims at a market I think is 
important for the U.S.-newlyweds, recently 
divorced, mixed and transitional fami lies, single 
parents- people who can only afford a communal 
situation. I think that 's pretty smai1." 

Allison Ewing, AIA 
William McDonough + Partners 
Charlottesville, Va. 
"Modularization can tip the scale toward mass
producing building materials that can be disassem
bled and turned into something else. If you sta11 
to do something at a certa in volume, the potential 
for controlling the process is increased, whether 
it 's construction waste management, getting the 
HFCs out of the Styrofoam, or finding sources for 
sustainably harvested woods." 

James Cutler, FAIA 
Cutler Anderson Architects 
Bainbridge Island, Wash. 
"High design is not as important to me as the 
question of whether we can achieve a benign 
relationship to the landscape and a clear expression 
of material s through prefab housing. We've 
embru·ked on a journey with Linda! Cedar 
Homes' house kits. Our best work being a 10, 
we 're getting about a seven on the use of materi
als and the fit with the land. Most buildings out 
there rank two or three, so there's some level of 
success . But the jury is still out." 

Larry Scarpa, AJA 
Pugh + Scarpa Architecture 
Santa Monica, Calif. 
"There is nothing more cost-effective than 
local/regional technologies and local labor. 
Despite the renewed interest in prefab, it 's still 
very difficult to make it affordable. Prefab homes 
work because they have a system, a plan, and a 
dimension. But I don 't think there's a homeowner 
who doesn't want to have a say in what hi s house 
looks like." 

Kevin Culhan, AJA 
Vice president of architecture 
Donald A. Gardner Architects 
Greenville, S.C. 
"We 've seen an increased interest in panelized 
construction but ru·e not aware of a renewed inter
est in prefab housing. High des ign will always 
require a level of craftsmanship and uniqueness 
that a standardized system wiU not be able to 
offer, although aspects of prefabrication will surely 
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Once the pair had established their course of action , they designed a 
series of six modular housing typologies. Several variations exist within 
each typology, and each one can be customized and combined with other 
modules to create a house tailored to its site and client. For example, the 
Dwell Home, Resolution: 4's winning entry in dwell magazine 's 2003 
prefab invitational, is a modification of the Two-Bar Bridge, a subset of 
the Standard Bar typology. And the firm based a just completed 2,500-
square-foot home in Annapolis, Md., on the Z Series typology, adapting it 
to fit a nanow site, channel waterfront views, and save an existing tree. 
The system refutes the notion that prefab doesn't take the site into account, 
a subject Tanney feels strongly about. "Architecture needs to be site-specific," 
he says. "You can't just plop down McDonald's everywhere. We're not 
interested in perpetuating the complacency of American suburbs." 

Such mass customization doesn't exactly come cheap, but as a rule it costs 
significantly less than pure custom, site-built projects, which still account for 
half the firm's work. As a point of comparison, take two houses it's doing 
within a few hours of each other in New York state. One, a customized mod
ular residence , costs $175 to $200 per square foot. The other, a site-built 
custom home, tops out at $300 to $350 per square foot, nearly twice as 
much. And the price of Resolution: 4 's modular homes could decrease as 
time goes on. According to Tanney, 60 to 80 percent of each module is built 
at a factory. The remaining 20 to 40 percent of construction -which can 
range from finish floming and tile work to cabinetry and roofing, depending 
on the client's preferences- happens on site, and this variable drives up the 
home's overall cost. The more the architects can figure out how to do at the 
factory, the more affordable the final price tag will be. 

Tanney admits his and Luntz's 10-person firm isn't yet making a profit 
from prefab, though it 's getting close. Finding modular housing factories to 
collaborate with has proved difficult, due to the prevailing industry attitude 
that Modern houses are ugly and hard to sell. That may be changing, though. 
"Since all the buzz about prefab started, a number of the manufacturers have 
done focus groups and come back to us saying yes, there is a market," he 
says. A couple of panelized housing companies also have approached 
Resolution: 4 about designing prefab prototypes for possible production 
down the line. So the firm's future just might include panelized construction, 
as well as the modular system it 's worked so hard to implement. 

Its immediate goal, though, is to get the 20-plus modular homes it's 
working on (including a seven-to-11-unit artists' community) successfully 
built and occupied. "We're trying to hunker down and build," says Tanney. 
Has their considerable investment of time, money, and effort in prefab 
been worth it? "Hell, yeah ," he says . "It's exhilarating. We 're in this for 
the long haul." -m.d. 

www.residentialarchitect.com 

Cranes place Resolution: 4's second built modular 
house, in Annapolis, Md., onto its site (above). The firm ': 
modular typologies (below) offer buyers a wide selectior 
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The floor plan and window 
placement at this conventionally 
constructed house in Kent, N.Y., 
help bring in lake and forest views. 

The Dwell Home, in 
Pittsboro, N.C., (left and 
below) garnered a boat
load of publicity both for 
Resolution : 4 and for 
prefab housing in general. 

Photos courtesy Resolution: 4 Architecture 
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filter into mainstream housing. You can purchase 
the same automob ile model as your neighbor's but 
get something more customized to your taste. The 
same level of fi t and fini sh wi ll be required for 
prefab to be accepted in the marketplace." 

Allison Arieff 
Editor of dwell magazine and author of Prefab 
San Francisco 
"There's a much stronger national consciousness 
of design now, helped along by Ikea and Target; 
it 's no longer an eliti st movement. I'm seeing peo

ple who are frustrated by the experience of buying 
a home, and architects who a.re motivated to make 
a system that works for those buyers. Houses with 
enough options for personalization avoid the sti g

ma of being bland. You see this business model in 
BMW's Mini Cooper, where people a.re buying 
into a brand but ta.king ownership of that brand by 
being able to make a different kind of roof. I'm 
also seeing a savvier group of architects who a.re 
ta.king a holistic approach to business, ma.king the 
connection with financing and developers." 

Dan Rockhill 
Professor of Architecture 
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan. 
" Yes ! I do think it 's a way to bring design to the 
broader public that cannot afford an architect. 
Increasi ngly, the entry-leve l home buyer is hip, 
went to college, likes the urban life , and has a 
clear di sdain for suburb ia. The best analogy to 
prefab houses is the Mini Cooper-mass pro
duced but with enough options to let the owners 
feel they have a custom automobi le. This wi ll be 
the appeal of prefab, a little something for every
one at an affordab le price." 

Witold Rybczynski, Honorary FAIA 
Meyerson professor of urbanism 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 
"Any prefabricated system that limits the 

appearance of a house will fai l ri ght away. A lot 
of the architecturall y motivated houses are very 
different looking, and the market for them could 
fit on the head of a pin. People interested in 
prefa b shou ld look at panelized building tech
nology as it currently exists. Unlike sectional 
homes, which have to be a box, these prefab 
wa ll s can take on any shape you wa nt. They ' re 
successfu l precisely because they don ' t di ctate 
the appearance of the house." 

Barry Berkus, AIA 
B3 Architects 
Santa Barbara, Calif. 
" I'm hi gh on the idea. Prefab offers great 
opportuniti es, whet her it 's pane ls and modular 
components or entire houses made in a factory, 
and it 's rece iving a great dea l more design 
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michelle kaufmann 
michelle kaufmann designs 
novato, calif. 
vision: outsource sales and marketing 

Architect Michelle Kaufmann and her contractor husband, Kevin Cullen, are 
conducting the ultimate prefab experiment. They're building their own 
Modern, site-built house in Marin County, Calif. , while Kaufman sells the 
same design as a modular house she calls the Glidehouse. So far, there 's not 
much of a contest as to which one she prefers. "It 's costing us 50 to 60 per
cent more to have the house site-built, and after 11 months it's still not fin
ished," she says. "I'd do it as a prefab in a heartbeat." 

Kaufmann 's personal and professional experiences make her an effective 
spokesperson for prefab. She spent five years working for Frank 

Robert Cardin 

Gehry, FAIA, serving as the project architect on such buildings as 
the Conde Nast Cafeteria in New York City and, in Sarajevo, 
the rebuilt National Library of Bosnia. When she left Gehry 's 
office and moved to San Francisco's Bay area in 2002, she and 
Cullen were shocked by the cost of housing in the area. "It 
was just so painful," she says. "Since my husband is a builder, 
we decided to build a house for ourselves instead. Our friends 

and colleagues liked the drawings and started asking if they 
could have one too." 

And so the idea of the Glidehouse was born. After much 
searching, Kaufmann convinced two Canadian modular 
housing factories , one in Vancouver, B.C., and one in 

Toronto, to produce her design. She lined up a well-estab
lished modular project management company, Construction 
Resource Group (CRG), out of Seattle, Wash., to oversee the 
factory process, shipping, and installation. Marketing con
sultant Marshall Mayer signed on to handle sales through 
his Web site, LiveModern.com. In February 2004 the 
Glidehouse went on sale, ready to be snapped up by 
eager young buyers. 

Or not-so-young, as it turns out. The variation in age 
and income level of her 20-and-counting Glidehouse 
customers has surprised Kaufmann. "I thought it 
would be younger people and first-time buyers," she 
says. "It is, but it's also people later in life who aren't 
so much interested in affordability as in living lightly 
on the land." The prototype comes in four standard 
sizes ranging from 672 to 2,016 square feet and has 
a base cost of $120 per square foot , not including 
shipping, site work, and upgrades. Its simple 
Modern form reminds her of the rusted agricultural 
buildings she admired during her Iowa childhood. 

"They were designed not for how they look but 
for how they function ," she says. Some clients 

buy the smallest unit to use as a guesthouse or an 

"there's less ·waste ·when a 
house is built in a factory . ... 
any extra pieces can be used on 
the next lwuse.'' --- michelle k:aufmann 

The Glidehouse adapts well to different sites and 
climates. The buyers of the original Menlo Park 
version had it shipped to Lake Chelan, Wash ., 
where it now resides permanently. 
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Photos and rendering courtesy Michelle Kaufmann Designs 

Sustainable features permeate 
the Glidehouse, first built at Sunset 
Magazine's Menlo Park, Calif., 
headquarters in spring 2004. Sliding 
glass doors and clerestories provide 
natural ventilation (below left} and 
strategically placed windows allow 
for ample daylighting (below). 

Kaufmann saves 
some time for site-bui lt 
work, including th is 
curve- and angle-filled 
custom home (left} in 
Marin County, Calif. 
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attention now than it did in the past-it may be 
the preferred way to build in the future. The 
strength is that you can create architecture that's 
flexible , from affordable to luxury housing. It 
gives you the abi lity to deal with someone who 
makes a house for you , almost like dealing with 
a car manufacturer. You can send pieces back 
and get new pieces sent to you." 

Gary Laper.a, AJA 
Michael Graves & Associates 
Princeton, N.J. 
"It depends on who's doing the prefab. 
Companies who've addressed not only the 
design but also the production and execut ion 
are farther ahead. Kit-home companies such 
as Linda! Cedar Homes have the best process 
because they manufacture a good product and 
they have a builder network to deli ver it-that 's 
70 percent of the battle. But their products are 
expens ive. The most promjse I see for afford
ability is in modular components, particularly 
for use in urban markets, but it is such a frag
men ted industry. When people like Warren 
Buffet start buying into the prefab industry, 
they may have a significant impact." 

Michael Pyatok, FAIA 
Pyatok Architects 
Berkeley, Calif. 
"The quest by architects to find a technological 
silver bullet that wi ll so lve the affordable-hous
ing problem is often naive. As long as housing 
is treated as a commodity in a capitali st system, 
the technologica l advances that occur more 
often help the production end rather than the 
consumer end, and when they help both , it 
usually means a portion of the labor market 
somewhere has been hurt. If we do not look 
at the larger structure of our economy, then we 
will be blinded by the promises of technology 
as applied to housing production." 

Mark Simon, FAIA 
Centerbrook Architects and Planners 
Essex, Conn. 
"This is an issue of class and perception. I don 't 
think the current ' high design ' will appeal to 
people who now use modular housing. As for 
upper-middle-class buyers , they are interested 
in many other issues beyond design-status, 
security, maintenance, convenience, ease of 
purchase, resale value. If a manufacturer could 
come up with a well-designed, superbly engi
neered modular home system, we ll then , yes, it 
might appeal to a few of the people who build 
custom homes now, just as exotic cars do. But I 
am not convinced it would be a great success 
across our culture." 

continued 0 11 page 89 
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addition to an existing house-one is adding a Glidehouse onto his Eichler 
home in Palo Alto, Calif. 

Most buyers opt for some level of customization, whether they 're purchas
ing the Glidehouse or the Glidehouse 2, a two-story version that came on the 
market in June 2004. By outsourcing sales and some construction manage
ment, Kaufmann has given herself time to labor over individual design 
changes and upgrades. In addition to the Glidehouse, she also does all-custom 
prefab homes, with 10 under contract so far. And she 's got a new modular 
model, which she developed in partnership with Sunset Magazine, debuting 
this month. 

Sustainability ranks high on her list of priorities; it's part of what attract
ed her to prefab in the first place. "There's less waste when a house is built 
in a factory," she says. "They use a computer to cut members, and any extra 
pieces can be used on the next house." The Glidehouse's namesake wall of 
gliding glass doors promotes daylighting and, along with the clerestory win
dows on the opposite wall, helps passively cool the interiors. Green items 
such as bamboo floors and recycled-paper countertops come standard, and 
buyers can also choose environmentally sound extras including solar panels 
wind turbines, and geothermal heat. 

Kaufmann hopes her business model will be sustainable too. And it's look
ing that way at the moment. She employs two architects at Marin County
based Michelle Kaufmann Designs and hopes to add another this month. 
She 's also enticed two modular housing factory veterans to join her as in
house project managers. They'll supervise production on custom prefab jobs, 
while CRG will still manage the Glidehouse and Glidehouse 2. She's finaliz
ing deals with factories in Idaho and Southern California and negotiating with 
several others. "Getting factories to see the potential of prefab was one of the 
hardest things ," she says. "It's still a challenge, but it's getting better." As 
with any startup business, her cash flow has also taken a hit. "That's been the 
toughest part," she says. "We 've kept our profits so low, in order to make the 
houses affordable, that in the beginning it doesn't pay off." But she has faith 
in the future of prefab. "If the Sears house were happening now, it would be 
very different," she says. "The technology is there now. A lot of the coordina
tion that was never sorted out before can be done using FTP sites, live data
bases, and e-mail." 

A small percentage of Kaufmann's time goes to site-built custom projects, 
houses filled with curves and billows influenced by the work of a certain 
deconstructivist. But she doesn't regret leaving the world of "architecture with 
a big A," as she calls the kind of projects she did at Gehry 's office, to concen
trate on prefab. 'Tm definitely one of the strongest believers in a beautiful 
museum that thousands of people pass through every day," she says. "But this 
is affecting people's lives too, in a different way." -m.d. 

In addition to its standard prototypes, the firm also de~ 
custom modular buildings. A beach house in Manhattc; 
Calif, contains decks and a floating roof for optimal vie 
a hillside house (right) in Marin County, Calif. , squeezi 
levels of living onto a narrow lot. 
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Renderings and drawings courtesy Michelle Kaufmann Designs 

"if' the sears house i-vere happening now, 
it would be very d(ff'erent." -michelk kaufmann 
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Among the several standard Glidehouse plans are the four-bedroom 
courtyard (above), the two-bedroom open with neighbors (above left), 
and the three-bedroom with view (left) . 
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Taal Safdie 

Safd ie Rabines Architects 
San Diego 
"The advantages of prefab for multifamily 
dwellings are the oppornmity to provide more 
affordable housing and to use interesting materials 
in large quantities. But the disadvantage is the 
difficulty of capturing the essence of a place 
and responding to the vernacular architecture. 
Customized prefab can only go so far, and so far it 
has not been inexpensive to build. Unless you have 
a fl at piece of land, there will have to be a lot of 
parts to make a single-family house work. On the 
other hand, there is a need for affordable housing, 
and sometimes you have to give up that kind of 
specificity to create better places fo r people to live." 

David Baker, FAJA 

David Baker Architects 
San Francisco 
''I'd compare the percentage of people who want 
a moderni st prefab house to vegetarians or even 
vegans. It's great to have a good vegetarian 
restaurant, but the percentage of restaurants that 
are vegetarian is pretty small. So as a solution, 
prefab is not earth-shattering. Prefab techniques 
are not well adapted to high-density housing, and 
that 's where the future is going. When housing is 
spread out, the infrastructure costs get very high. 
Single-family homes become very expensive 
when you start to pay those costs directl y." 

Ray Kappe, FAIA 

Kappe Architects Planners 
Pacific Palisades, Calif. 
"I've been a proponent of prefabrication since the 
early part of my career in the 1950s and 1960s, 
and l think the interest that exists today is pos i
tive. What I was always after was getting more 
diversity from modular components. They shouldn 't 
be fi xed between a floor and a ceiling, but have 
the potential to be opened up and have rooms 
working over rooms, to be more site-appropriate. 
But the method is not as important as the quanti
ty. You need high demand to make the cost of 
construction cheaper, and with higher demand, 
building quickly has more advantage fo r the 
builder. I'm hoping that th.is time we' ll have 
some success, but it becomes a question mark." 

Doug Buster 
BSB Architects and Planners 
Chicago 
"The modular industry has already hit the sce
nario of Mr. and Mrs. Smith wanting to buy their 
dream home and put it on two acres . That pat1 of 
the business is a no-brainer. The issue that needs 
to be solved is how to do large-scale development 
with modular housing. The prob lem isn' t public 
acceptance. Rather, it 's a legislative issue in terms 

co111i11ued 011 page 91 
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wee house 
alchemy architects 
minneapolis, minn. 
vision: adapt custom design to prefab techniques 

Like many architects, Geoffrey Warner welcomes change. Years ago, the St. 
Paul, Minn.-based architect quit his job at a big commercial firm in search of 
something missing from his professional life: the hands-on nuts-and-bolts of 
construction. "When you graduate from architecture school, you don't know 
anything about how to put real buildings together," he says. "So I started doing 
furniture and interiors and construction." The experience serves Warner well in 
his current practice, Alchemy Architects. In fact, it came in very handy when 
designing and building one of his firm's most popular works to date, the 
weeHouse-a modular project first designed as a custom home in Minneapolis. 

The client wanted a small, well-built cabin retreat, pure in form and light in 
cost. She placed priority on the beauty and quality of the built space and 
was less concerned about conventional amenities. Warner initially 
designed a traditional stick-frame house but then decided a modular 
house would best meet the architectural requirements of the project, 
as well as its $45,000 budget. "We looked at [structural insulated pan
els], but then we grabbed on to the idea of doing a steel moment frame 
and building around that;' Warner says. Prefab gave the architect 
control over the process and allowed him and friends Lucas 
Alrn, who trained as an architect and helped design the 
house, and Scott McGlasson to put together the building 
in a warehouse, with no weather or contractor delays. 
And assemble it they did-with their own hands. 

Warner then turned the weeHouse into a line of 
factory-built modular homes ranging from a 336-
square-foot, $49,500 model to a 728-square-foot, 
$89,500 version. Because the house was not original-
ly designed for prefab, the architects adapted stick fram
ing to a factory situation and selected products that facili-
tate construction. For example, specing the ceiling height at 8 feet 
and matching it to 8-foot patio doors eliminated the need for trim, 
and keeping the building's width to 14 feet made it transportable. 

Warner considers the weeHouse a success but learned some 
hard lessons in prefab. "A shipping network is the biggest prob
lem," he says. "You can only work within a certain area." Architects 
must consider when to use prefab components or when site-built 
sections work better, he adds. Flexibility as a designer is important 
too. Avoid flourishes that "hold up an assembly line," he says. "You 
need to be smart about what you want to do and in what time span." 

The firm has three weeHouses in development and others in the 
wings. Many are vacation homes because, says Warner, early 
adopters take bigger risks with occasional houses. But he sees 
broader appeal and great potential for prefab. What intrigues him is 
the promise of factory-built houses to make good design "more 
affordable and accessible." -njm. 

"a shipping netvvork 
is the biggest problem 
[lvith prefab}. you 
can onlv work 
within a certain 
area." geoffrey warner 
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This $45,000 
custom modular 
cabin (above) by 
Alchemy Architects 
turned into the 
weeHouse line 
of prefab houses, 
which can be 
shipped to the West 
Coast, Southwest, 
Upper Midwest, and 
Ontario, Alberta, and 
British Columbia. 
The house comes 
with standard offer
ings, but customers 
can modify such 
elements as roof 
overhangs and 
interior cladding. 

The steel-and-wood-framed 
"tube" has an oxidized steel 
exterior, Douglas fir interior, and 
large sliding doors. 
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of getting governing bodies to approve those 
kinds of communities. What codes do they need 
to meet? Whose jurisdiction do they fall under? If 
the building industry could solve those issues , the 
public would accept modular housing." 

Donald Rattner, AIA 
Studio for Civil Architecture 
New York City 
"At only about 3 percent of the residential market, 
it is unlikely that prefabricated housing will sub
stantially revolutionize how we build homes in the 
near futu re, for several reasons. Building culture 
changes slowly. There 's a culture gap between the 
prefab industry and the architectural community 
that needs to be bridged. And prefab's advantages 
are mitigated in low-cost regions and when applied 
to one-off designs, as evidenced by several recently 
published projects. Still, the interest in exploring its 
possibilities is invaluable, because it will continue 
to advance the industri alization of construction that 
has been ongoing since the 19th century. 

Julie Eizenberg, AIA 
Koning Eizenberg Architecture 
Santa Monica, Calif. 
"Prefab will not automatically generate high design. 
Construction methodology is not the deterrninant
there is plenty of traditionally styled prefab out 
there. The connection may be that prefab 's cost
effectiveness makes high design affordable to an 
as-yet-untapped younger, design-conscious market." 

Adele Naude Santos, FAIA 
Dean, MIT School of Architecture and Planning 
Cambridge, Mass. 
"Advanced technology lets us rethink this whole 
issue. Prefab used to be the same prut s assembled 
with the same choices; now we can change the parts 
themselves and do something entirely different. The 
key is making prefab work for high-density housing, 
but it will require a technologically sophisticated set 
of studies. All attempts have failed miserably in the 
past, for different reasons. It 's weird we can mass
produce a car but haven't been able to crack the 
housing system. It's a very fertile area for research 
ru1d something I'd like our school to be working on." 

George Petrides 
Petrides Homes 
New York City 
"There's a sub-niche of people who are buying a 
Modernist prefab house because of what it is, but 
most people are trying to get a high-quality home 
at a reasonable cost and don 't give a hoot how it 
was made. Archi tects generall y aren't aware of 
panelized systems, and that's a lost opportunity. 
As two-dimensional components, they allow more 
des ign freedom than the typical 3-D box, and 
building with them can save cl ients up to 20 days 
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robert humble and joel egan 
cargotecture-team hybrid 
seattle 
vision: transform containers into housing 

The iMac proved that consumers crave high design within economic reach. 
Architect Michael Graves achieved household-name status selling teakettles 
at Target. So when Robert Humble, AIA, and Joel Egan, Associate AIA, 
insist that prefab is about to take off because the public is demanding design 
sophistication in their housing as well as their shoes and MP3 players , it 's 
hard to argue. "We see an opportunity to potentially influence design for the 
next century, and we mean to do it right," says Egan. 

So the two architects founded Team HyBrid, a collective of architects and 
artists providing what they call cargotecture-prefab housing that uses 
cargo containers as building modules. Humble praises prefab as an opportu-

nity to improve cost, efficiency, and quality, where
as traditional construction requires a sacrifice 
of one component to better the other two. 
"What piqued my interest in prefab is that the 
process is controlled," he says. " It provides a 
consistent result and removes the random 

peculiarities of traditional construction." 
Flexibility and portability increase the 

concept's cachet as well. 
Team HyBrid already has deals 

in place to use their cargo proto
type for global housing relief. A 
client in war-torn Sri Lanka wants 

units to use as orphanages, while 
one in Siberia has an order in for eco
tourism base camp housing. Even 
Egan's parents have caught the cargo 
bug and are considering having one 
built as their vacation home. 

The containers have advantages 
over standard modular structures, says 
Egan. "The hobgoblin of prefab is at 
the joints. We start with a structure that 
is 3D, so we solve a lot of the prob
lems." Adds Humble: "The cargo is 
already a waterproof box that is readily 
available, with an infrastructure in place 
to transport it."' - s.d.h. r 

HyBrid Scott Melbourne 

Cargotown, a proposed development for Portland, 
Ore. , and Seattle, creates multifamily housing that 
can be moved or shifted along with the city's 
changing needs. 

A nonprofit organization has asked Team HyBrid to 
come up with housing for eco-tourists building a hiking 
trail through Siberia. The units can be transported 
along the trail as each section is completed. 
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Team HyBrid 
explodes the box 
at an on-the-boards 
residence and guest 
house in Jacksonville, 
Fla., (left and below) 
by cutting away 
sections of containers 
and crisscrossing, 
stacking, and 
joining them with 
glass connectors. 

HyBrid Scott Melbourne 

p c.fi l] p1{n'1des £1 c<n1sistent rt.'\'1dt and removes t11L , (,fl(,(i,, 

.:ties ol r · 1ditional construction." - robLrt I u1nc)le 

Renderings: Robert Humble, except where noted 
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of constructi on time. The panel s also offer green 

benefi ts- less production waste, and the higher 
R-vaJue results in energy savi ngs over time." 

Jonathan Segal, FAIA 
San Diego 
"There 's a huge market for hip, modern housing 
here. But prefab offers no assistance whatsoever 
if you 're trying to do urban high-density housing. 

If you used modular components , you'd have to 
tear up half of the building to put the infrastruc
ture inside, and you'd give up precious inches 
on the footprint. How would you se ismically 
stabi lize the modules to meet earthquake codes? 
Urban architecture is still site-spec ific. There are 

buildi ngs across the street that you need to relate 
to scale-wise. That doesn' t mean it can' t happen. 
I haven ' t figured out how to do it." 

Walt Richardson, FAIA 
RNM Architects and Planners 
Newport Beach, Calif. 
"There's a place for prefab, particul arly in isolated 
locations where you don 't have the trades to build 
mass housing. But I can ' t see prefab happening in 
Southern California or in urban areas. The houses 
that are so popular here have courtyards and atri
ums, and those spaces can be difficult to create 
with modular components, particularly on 40-foot
wide lots. You need the freedom to make things 
any size and width that works ." 

Kenneth Frampton 
Ware professor of architecture at Columbia 
University Graduate School of Architecture 
and Planning, New York City 
"Prefab is a pos itive thing, in terms of rising costs 
and the difficulty of providing standards for sus
tainability. The only question mark I have is its 
reception from the powe1ful home building and 
real estate industries. They produce and sell hous
es with certain kinds of associations that are not 
modem , and the choices are more limited than 
we 'd like to think. The whole issue is marketing. 
Between m011gage companies, banks, the building 
industry, and the real estate industry, local bylaws 
are stacked against prefab. If that 's not changed, 
housing will continue to be a fixed market." 

Frank Harmon, FAIA 
Frank Harmon Architect 
Raleigh, N.C. 
"The real challenge of good home design is not the 
house but how it relates to everything around it. 
Prefab houses offer a great opportunity, but unless 
they fit the site and go with the other houses , what 
have you got? Just another Levittown. You have to 
invest $30 million to $50 million in the develop
ment of a really sophisticated prefab system, and 
right now house building is a fragmented industry." 
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Reinvention 

We would like to extend a special thank 
you to our sponsors for helping to make 
Reinvention 2004 a huge success! 
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Hanley Wood Salutes the Winners of the 
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doctor spec 

concrete remix 
solid improvements for some old favorites. 

by nigel f. maynard 

I 
ong before mid-century 
Modernists sang the 
praises of concrete, early 
pioneers recognized its 

practicality, strength, and 
versatility. Few building 
materials have such a sto
ried past. As far back as 
3000 B.C. , the Egyptians 
used gypsum and lime mor
tar to build the pyramids ; 
in 300 B.C., the Romans 
used pozzalana cement, 
animal fat , milk, and blood 
to build the Coliseum and 
the Pantheon. 

A good idea is still a 
good idea, which is why 
concrete, masonry blocks, 
and bricks continue to find 
themselves in residential 
architecture today. Among 
the most common building 
materials in the world, con
crete has a reputation as a 
tried and true product and 
its popularity is only on the 
rise. Why? Because "it is 
energy efficient and pro
vides disaster resistance," 
says Jim Niehoff, residen
tial promotion manager of 
the Portland Cement Asso
ciation (PCA) in Skokie, Ill. 
What 's more, he adds, " it 
gives you a quiet environ
ment and eliminates 
squeaky floors." 

Architect Theresa Rosano 
likes concrete for those rea
sons too, but adds that the 
material also satisfies the 

special requirements of her 
Southwest climate. "We 
have an abundance of 
termites, so it 's a good 
choice," says the principal 
of Ibarra Rosano Design 
Architects in Tucson, Ariz. 
"It is very economical and 
very durable. Aesthetically, 
it works really well in the 
desert." 

Perhaps because of their 
ubiquity, concrete and 
masonry have attracted little 
attention (except for con
crete's emergence as a 
decorative interior spec) , 
despite the fact that both 
have quietly made substan
tial advances. Through this 
April , an exhibit at the 
National Building Museum 
in Washington, D.C. , high
lights some of the most 
compelling developments. 
"Liquid Stone: New Archi
tecture in Concrete" presents 
nearly 30 projects that use 
concrete in exciting ways 
and display the material's 
latent and emerging design 
potential. 

light load 
One such product is LiTra
Con, a see-through concrete 
developed in 2001 by 
Hungarian architect Aron 
Losonczi. LiTraCon is a 
concrete block with embed
ded glass fibers that enable 
it to conduct light, says 
Andreas Bittis, LiTraCon 's 
representative in Aachen, 

reside ntia l architect I january february 2005 

For his own house and 
studio, architect Wendell 
Burnette used lntegra 
Wall, an engineered 
post tension system 
consisting of open-cell 
blocks that reduce 
thermal bridging. The 
finished wal l may be 
fi lled with foam insulation 
for an R-28 wall. 

Germany. The com
pany theorizes that a 
wall structure created 
out of LiTraCon 
blocks would main
tain its transparency 
in thicknesses up to 2 
meters . The blocks are 
load-bearing and convey 
the same effect with both 
natural and artificial light, 
the maker says. Currently 
being tested in Europe, the 
material was expected to 
begin production at the 
end of 2004. 

Meanwhile, Houston
based architect Bill Price is 
developing his own version 
of light-emitting concrete 
that he hopes will transform 

Photos: Bill Timmerman 

concrete into a more elegant 
spec. "I was research and 
development director at 
Oma/Rem Koolhaas and we 
were working on a concert 
hall in Porto [Portugal]," 
says Price, who is also an 
assistant professor at the 
University of Houston. 
"The building was to be all 
white concrete, and Rem 
asked if we could introduce 
more translucency. I later 

continued on page 100 
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doctor spec 

Created by Hungar
ian architect Aron 
Losonczi , LiTraCon 
(above and right) is 
a translucent con
crete block that 
uses glass fibers 
running side by 
side to transmit 
light between the 
two main suriaces 
in each unit. 

Photos: LiTraCon GmbH 

came up with the term 
' transparent concrete.'" 
Among the potential bene
fits he envisions with the 
material is "that we could 
dissolve the joints/gaskets 
usually associated with cap
turing light." In other 
words , architects may be 
able to rid themselves of 
using as many windows to 
capture light. 

"I think [translucent con
crete] is an exciting materi
al ," says Phoenix architect 
Wendell Burnette, who is 
following the development 
of the product. " It could 
have a lot of application 
potential." Burnette, who 
uses a variety of concrete 
techniques for his residential 
and commercial projects, 

says, for example, that you 
could have a desert house 
with walls that store heat 
in the day and radiate it at 
night, while also transmit
ting light. 

new recipes 
Lafarge North America in 
Herndon, Va., is manufac
turing a new product called 
Ductal that gives concrete a 
whole new dimension . Duc
tal is the trademark name 
for a variety of ultra-high
performance concretes com
bined with high-carbon 
metallic or polyvinyl alco
hol fibers . Unlike traditional 
concrete, which becomes 
brittle with twists , turns, 
and deformations , Ductal 
concrete products have the 
unique ability to bend and 
carry large loads without 
breaking or sudden failure, 
the company says. The 
maker claims the ductile 
failure of Ductal more 
closely approximates 
resilient steel than concrete. 

Even concrete wall sys
tems have undergone some 
changes. Ontario, Canada
based Durisol Inc. makes an 
insulated concrete forming 
system that contains no 
foam or polystyrenes. It is 
fabricated from recycled 
waste wood that's been neu
tralized, mineralized, and 
then bonded together with 
Portland cement. Hardened 
Durisol is lightweight, 
porous, and durable, the 
manufacturer says. 

One product that Rosano 
and Burnette often use in 
their respective practices 
is Integra Wall by Integra 
Wall System in Phoenix. 
An engineered and post-
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tension masonry system, 
Integra blocks are open at 
both ends and have a small 
center web to reduce ther
mal bridging. "They look 
like regular concrete 
blocks , but they're installed 
a little differently than 
ICFs," Rosano says. The 
masonry units require steel 
post tension rods , anchor 
bolts, steel plates, and 
couplers for installation. 
Burnette, who uses the 
8-inch blocks , likes the 
product because it decreas
es thermal bridging, but 
also because you can pump 
polyurethane foam in 
between the blocks for 
an R-28 wall. 

The mundane concrete 
block also has undergone 
changes in recent years. 
Canton , Ohio-based U.S. 
Technology Corp. recently 
introduced what it calls a 
"green, water-resistant 
block that raises the stan
dard for masonry units ." 
The company says its Seal
Tech concrete block, made 
from 10 percent recycled 
content, is lighter, stronger, 
and better looking than 
standard units , and its non
porous surface has built-in 
water resistance. It comes in 
smooth or split-faced tex
tures, three sizes, and 16 
colors. 

smart science 
Although still early in 
development, a better brick 
may be around the corner 
too. Two years ago, the 
University of Illinois Center 
for N anoscale Science and 
Technology announced it 
had created a Smart Brick, 
containing sensors and 

other electronic compo
nents. Scientists at the uni
versity combined sensor 
fusion , signal processing, 
wireless technology, and 
basic construction material 
into a package that can 
report building conditions 
to a remote operator. Built 
into a wall , this brick could 
monitor a building 's tem
perature, vibration, and 
movement. 

More developments are 
already working their way 
into the mainstream. For 
example, John Melander, 
director of product stan
dards at PCA, reports that 
high-performance concrete 
with PSI ratings as high as 
20,000 is now being used 
in commercial projects 
such as the Shawnessy 
Light Rail Transit Station 
in Calgary, Alberta; typical 
concrete has PSI ratings 
of about 4,000. "This gives 
you higher strength, so you 
can have thinner members 
in a building," he says. 

Although many of these 
innovations are still in the 
pre-production stage or 
brand new to market, resi
dential pros are encouraged 
by the advancements they 
see in their favorite specs. 
Who wouldn't be dazzled 
to see these stalwarts 
beaming light , bending 
like steel, or supporting 
the weight of the world? 
But even in their Clark 
Kent guise, concrete, brick, 
and block are far from 
dull functionaries. Says 
Rosano , "The truth is that 
the products don't neces
sarily have to be utilitarian 
or reserved for an industri
al project." 
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The Excellent Choice for 
Builders, Architects and Homeowners 

As a top manufacturer of quality, energy-efficient windows and doors, Windsor is acknowledged 

by builders, architects and homeowners alike as a leader in the industry. We are committed to 

providing innovative, cost-effective solutions to the unique and changing role windows and doors 

play in home building and renovation. Windsor Windows & Doors - the Excellent Choice for 

you and your customers. 

Circle no. 27 

Visit us at the International Builders' Show® in Orlando - Booth #1470 
1.800.218.6 186 • www.windsorwindows.com 

~ 
WINDSOR 
WINDOWS & l>OOltS 

A llW1grain Millm ~ 
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architects' choice 

product picks from the pros. 

Courtesy TOTO USA 

bowled over 
When it comes to toilet bowls, Konyk favors TOTO's Ultimate 

for its "nice form and great suction." This low-consumption, 

one-piece unit features a power gravity flushing system and an 

elongated bowl with a SoftClose seat. A computer-designed 

2 1/s-inch glazed trap and a 3-inch valve ensure proper function 

every time, the manufacturer says. The unit is available in cotton, 

conial white, bone, beige, gray, and ebony with polished chrome 

fittings and push button. TOTO USA, 800.350.8686; 

www.totousa.com. 
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konyk 
architecture 

craig konyk 
brooklyn, n.y. 
www.konyk.net 

Corian acrylic-based 
sol id surface is a 
durable, maintenance
free product that 
offers a variety of 
design possibilities. 
Konyk likes it for its 
seamless, smooth 
matte finish and 

because it is "the most luxurious plastic you will ever 
find," he says. The product can be cut, routed, drilled, 
or worked like wood and is offered in matte, semi
gloss, or high-gloss finishes. It comes in more than 
100 colors , but Konyk favors arctic white. DuPont, 
800.426.7426; www.corian.com. 

color blocking 
One way Konyk adds color to 
his projects is with light
transmitting Plexiglas panels 
called LightBlocks. They have 
"such amazing color effects 
and truly allow you to put 
color in the most unusual 
places ," the architect says. 
Suitable for partitions, doors, 
and lighting fixtures, the 
product is made from 
biodegradable plastic sheets 
that can be returned to the 
manufacturer for recycling 
when a project is being renovated or remodeled. Panels are 
available in thicknesses of up to 3 inches and in any color. 
MB Wellington Studio, 603.889.1115; www.lightblocks.com. 

-nigelf maynard 
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HEAT& GLO .. 

Circle no. 261 

Nothing sets apart a fire like a Heat & Glo fireplace. 

Offering the broadest product line in the hearth industry, 

Heat & Glo helps you create distinct homes with fireplaces 

that can inspire a morn.ent. An evening. A lifetime. 

888.427.3973 • heatnglo.corn. 



new material 

piping-hot products for your next project. 

deco the walls 
House numbers don ' t 
come much simpler than these Avalon 
pieces from Glendale, Calif.-based 
Atlas Homewares. An updated 
version of Streamlined Moderne, 
popular from the 1920s to the 
'40s, the numbers are 4 112 
inches long and 3 inches 
wide. They can be 
mounted flat or used 
with extension tubes 
for a 1/4-inch projection. Oil-rubbed bronze or brushed 
nickel finishes come standard. Atlas Homewares , 
800. 799. 67 55 ; www.atlashomewares.com. 

fresh faucet 
With its Fl line, 
Bloomingdale, 
Ill.-based Grohe 
America boosts faucet 
design to new heights. 
The fresh-looking Fl 
has a cone-shaped 
base that flows 

continuously into its spindle-like handles and rounded 
spout. The faucet also features the company's new ALU-XT 
smooth aluminum finish and a cartridge with a combination 
clockwork-type gear movement and durable ceramic disk. 
Grohe America, 630.582.7711 ; www.groheamerica.com. 
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penny wise 
The Pacific is an update of the classic 

freestanding soaking tub. Featuring seamless 

corners and brass overflow and waste 

assemblies, the copper unit measures 60 

inches long, 26 inches wide, and 33 inches 

high. Eugene, Ore.-based Oregon Copper 

Bowl Co. makes just a few of these 

handcrafted units each year, at prices ranging 

from $47,500 to $57,500, depending on the 

finish . Choose from four copper or brass 

finishes and satin nickel, or work with 

the manufacturer to combine finishes. 

Oregon Copper Bowl Co. , 541.485.9845; 

www.oregoncopperbowI.com. 

-nigelf maynard 
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#1 CHOICE FOR 
TEAR STRENGTH 

J 

#1 CHOICE FOR 
SURFACTANT RESISTANCE 

IF YOU THINK ALL HOlJSEWRAPS 
ARE CREATED EQUAL, YOU NEED TO 

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK. 
just because you're using housewrap doesn't mean you're covered. It's important to choose a 

housewrap that's proven to keep water out and wall cavities dry- both during construction and 

throughout the life of the home. 

Typar delivers industry leading performance in three areas: water holdout, tear strength, and 

surfactant resistance. There's no better choice to keep out water and moisture that causes mold . 

It keeps your walls dry and your reputation intact. 

Choose the housewrap that has no equal-Typar HouseWrap. For more information, 

call 1.800.284.2780 or visit www.typarhousewrap.com. 

© 2005 BBA Fiberweb 
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off the shelf 

• saving graces 
good taste meets good sense in these attractively affordable products. 

F------
The Rockton toilet takes a 
practical approach to water 

mood swings 
The Interaktiv line 

of plumbing fix tures 

conservation, offering two flushing 
options at the touch of a button-either 
0.8 gallons or 1.6 gallons. The Dual 
Force flushing technology eliminates 
the need for double flushing, says the 
manufacturer. The toilet also 

boasts ceramic valve 

engineering, solid brass 

construction, anti-scald 

features a computer-designed 
trapway and flapperless valve. 
Sterling, 920.457.4441; 
www.sterlingplumbing.com. 

temperature control, and Hansgrohe's 

exclusive Boltic wobble-free handle security 

at budget prices. The versatile collection 

features five interchangeable handles ranging 

from the casually fun Metro (shown) to the 

elegantly contemporary Solaris. Hansgrohe, 

800. 719 .1000; www.hansgrohe-usa.com. 

ikea idea 
Ramdala solid birch door and drawer fronts fit any of 

Ikea's birch or white melamine cabinet frames, making a 

snappy addition to classic or contemporary kitchens. For 

a lighter look, mix in the tempered glass panels with sleek 

stripes. Select matching birch pulls or metallic options 

such as matte chrome, stainless steel , or lacquered zinc. 

Space-saving interior fittings and hidden steel hinges with 

six adjustment points give these thrifty cabinets more 

bang for the buck. Ikea, 800.434.IKEA; www.ikea.com. 

continued on page 108 
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off the shel f 

true believer 
The Authentic Designs series combines fine detailing and 

stile-and-rail construction-without breaking the bank. 

Profiles are designed to match numerous architectural styles , 

among them Modernist, Arts and Crafts, New European, and 

Tuscan, and are made-to-order in paint-grade medium-density 

fiberboard or stain-grade hardwoods. Architects can design 

and download doors into floor plans through the company 's 

new TruCAD software program. TruStile Doors , 

888.286.3931 ; www.trustile.com. 
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In conjunction with 

Zephyr, renowned 

artist and designer 

Fu-Tung Cheng 

brings his stylish 

range hoods to the discerning masses . Trapeze, his latest 

creation, installs gracefully above an island and spans 

48, 54, or 60 inches-making it the company's largest 

range hood. Touch-button controls , dual-level halogen 

lights, plus a 600 cfm or remote 1,200 cfm blower turn 

the sculptural unit into a powerful tool. Satin-finish 

stainless steel encases the hood, which hangs from 

sleek, adjustable telescopic rods. Zephyr Ventilation, 

888. 880. VENT; www.chengdesignbyzephyr.com. 

block party 
Cinderstone merges the 
edgy look of split-faced 
block with the endurance 
and economy of fiber 
cement. Available in 
canyon brown or field 
gray, the 18-inch-high
by-6-foot-long panels 
are ship-lapped on all 
fo ur sides for a seamless 
fit. Multilayered coating 

creates an authentic finish that the maker says will 
survive extreme weather and resist fungus and termites. 
The company says its panels won't crack or rot and are 
backed by a 50-year transferable warranty. Nichiha, 
86.NICHIHA. l ; www.nichiha.com. 

-shelley d. hutchins 
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special advertising section 

architect's showcase 

X ur Clients deserve the 
Staircase of their dreams. 

~----,.,-,,-'JllJ'll make their 
dreams a reality. 

It's simple. 

Specify a StairWorid® 
custom staircase m 
your architectural plans. 

Curved, Spiral, 
Hourglass, Elliptical 
Stair Parts & Railings 
Professional Services 

• Design Consulting 
• On-site Measurement 

www . residentialarchitect com 

2005 lHE BOOK JUST GOT BmER! 
Now comes with an informative video 
and they're both yours REE f 

Trim-Tex 2005 catalog and video provides you with the most 
comprehensive line of products and installation techniques. 

Phone: 1-800-874-2333 
Fax: 1-800-644-0216 

www..trim-tex.com 
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Finally, 
low-cost 
protecfon against 
washing machine 
leaks and floods! 
Designer inspired 
• new construction 
• older homes 
• apartments 
• condominiums 

Circle no. 405 

Find out about our new 
S lide-In-Fo ld-Up 

pan a t ~ 

www.floodsaver.com 
Pro duc t o f : 

lllll 
PO. Box 1782 

Stanwood, WA 98292 
(360) 629-9269 

FAX, (360) 629-2838 
ORDERS' (866) 341 -7674 

MAINTENANCE FREE 
CUPOLAS AND LOUVERS 
Maintenance-Free, stock & custom cupo
las from New Concept Louvers are 
wrapped with PVC coated aluminum and 
copper. Made from the same materials as 
our custom louvers, they never require 
painting like wood products. They arrive in 
three easy to install pieces pre-cut to fit 
any roof pitch , and can be ordered in stock 
sizes or to custom specifications. Over 
400 colors are available, as well as many 
different weather vanes and accessories. 
www.newconceptlouvers.com 
Tel: 1-800-635-6448 
Circle No. 408 

A.~~ 
Southem Plne 

Flooring 

Southern Pine Flooring Guide 

All the facts pertaining to proper installation, 
finishing , and maintenance of a high-quality 
Southern Pine floor. Booklet explains the 
intricacies of Southern Pine flooring grades, 
patterns , and how it's manufactured. 
Instructive illustrations cover the installation 
and finishing processes. A special section of 
the booklet is devoted to pressure-treated 
Southern Pine porch flooring. Request a 
free copy by calling 504/443-4464 or down
load online at www. southernpine.com 

Southern Pine Council 
Circle no. 406 

Closets are easy to design, simple to install, and extremely profitable. 

What are you waiting for? We make it easy to join the thousands of 
construction professionals who are offering closets to their customers. 

Put a closet like this one into your next job and make some real money in closets. .. 

~,.-~.,J 
For More fnfonnation-visit us at www.proclosets.com or calf 1-877-BUY-A-PRO 
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UL Listed for Flat, Sloped & Beamed Ceilings 

Designed for the residential portions 
of any occupancy per NFPA 13® 

Meets the industry's lowest pressure 
requirements 

Approved for use with BlazeMaster® 
CPVC Piping Systems 

800-523-6512 
www.Tyco-Fire.com 

tqca 
Fire Products 

Tvco 1, eilhor 11 reg1s1erad 1111domorl\ or " tr11dom11rt: ol Tyco and/or its 01rn111un In tho Uniled States and In other countries. 
Bl11J:11M11tor 1111 11adnm111k ol No~on. Inc. AH othGf brnnd namet, product names, 01 1r11dom11rtka belong 10 their totP<tt.livo holders. 

~ Ii.I~~· ._ 
:;: Slate & Copper Sales Com any 
g For All Your Copper Needs And More 
~ 201-203 German St • Erie, PA 16507 
u '-""-'-'-'-''----------~--'~~~P_h ._[8_1_4)_4_55_-7_4_30_•_F_ax_• _[2_67_)2_0_0_-0_80_0_•_w_w_w._sla_te_a_nd_co~p~pe_r._co_Jm 
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Finish Carpentry 

Professional finish carpentry demands 

expert skill s, precise tools, and a solid 

understanding of the design principles 

at work. This practical book by Gary 

Katz shows you how to produce top 

quality work on time and on budget 

using the latest materials and tech-

niques. You 'll improve your skills on 

everything from basic baseboard to 

ornate mantels, and much more. 

Item #FC121 . . .. . ... . .. $34.95 

ORDER NOW! 
www.builder-books.com 

(800) 859-3669 

Plus $5 s/h and sales tax on shipments to CA. NY (applicable 
rate), DC (5%), GA (4%). IL. TX (6.25%), VA (4.5%) , VT (6%). 

Builder Books 
PO Box 5000 • Forrester Center, WV • 25438 

HBD4F 
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Hard to find 

BOOKS 
for Builders 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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The Lead Carpenter Handbook 

Written by a pro with years of 

experience as a lead carpenter, 

production manager, and company 

owner, this comprehensive guide 

covers everything you need to 

know to make the system work. 

Contractors will learn step-by-step 

how to hire and train staff, implement 

the program, monitor its progress, 

and troubleshoot typical problems. 

Lead carpenters will learn the keys 

to effective cost controls , people 

management skills, scheduling, and 

paperwork management. 

._~~--~~~~~~~~~~~--'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ G 

Item #TLF98 . ......... . $29.95 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ORDER NOW! 

www.builder-books.com 

(800) 859-3669 
Plus $5 Sill and sales tax on shipments to CA, NY (app'icable 
rate). DC (5%). GA (4%), IL, TX (6 .25%), VA (4.5%), VT (6%). 

.. 
Builder Books 
PO Box 5000 • Forrester Center, WV • 25438 

HBD41 

Quality Crafts1nanship 
\. I 

111dividuall y Custo1nized 

Engineered to Ensure Reliability 

* Backed by an lndustry Leading 3 Year \VaITanty 

National 
Wheel-0-Vator 
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A residential elevator 
adds convenience and 
easy access to all levels 
of your client's home. 

1-800-23 8-8 7 3 9 
www.waupacaelevator.com 

@\f\6!.J~ 
E~coMPANY, IN C. 
Specify the Specialists" 

~ 
i:3 RESIDENTIAL ELEVATORS & DUMBWAITERS 
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Do your curves 
measure up? 

FLEX·C TRAC IS 

t:DMIRLIANT 

Curves are feature elements in architecture. Why 

cut corners? The next time you specify curves, 

turn to the only curve framing product that is 

covered by ICC. See ICC-ES evaluation ER-6003 

at www.icc-es.org. For a superior outcome, always 

use Flex-C Trac by Flex-Ability Concepts. 

FLEX-C TRAC" 
BY FLEX · ABILITY CONCEPTS 

AEC Daily - Free Continuing Education Course at: 
www.aecdaily.com/en/271535 

-- -------
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fireplaces 

We stock a variety of marble fireplace mantels in 
different styles. Special order available upon request. 

SPEC I AL I ZING IN NATURAL $TONE PRODUCTS 

Check our website for the best selection on granite countertops, marble fireplace mantels, 
marble, grani te, slate and marble mosaic tiles, marble floor insens and marble mosaics. 
Special Discount to Bui lders. 

Prefabricated Granite 
• CouNTERTOPS I N ST OC K 

I SLANDS 

PENINSULAS 

BACKSPLASH ES 

JERONG PRODUCTS INC. 
f?: ,,, S JA,,,A' ;z:,,,,_/,.._,,t-.;1 S .;:-hA'., /9<f<f' r--

; 
2460 Radley Court• Hayward, CA 94545 I Tel: 510·782-2888 I Fax: 510-782-71 32 g 

www.jerongmarble.com I email: sales@jerongmarble.com w 
Exhibit at International Builders' Show: Booth #Sl 1059 2 

i...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. o 

R umford fireplaces can be built in almost 
any size and style. And with new firebrick 
colors now available trom Superior Clay, 

it's easy to find the perfect combination for 
any style of home. To find out more about clean 
burning, efficient Rumford fireplaces, visit us on 
the web at www.superiorclay.com. • 

C1Su£er1or ~ a Corporation g 740.922.4 122. 800.848.6166 
PO. BOX 352 · Uhrichsville, Ohio 44683 
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If you are in the market 

for house plans, you'll 

find everything you need at 

hanleyA vvood 

Bui Ide nline 

• Quality house plans from the 

NATION'S LEADING DESIGNERS 

• The largest selection of HOUSE 

PLANS catalogued by region 

and lifestyle 

• EASY-TO-SEARCH house plans 

DATABASE for planning and 

building a home 

• VIRTUAL Home Plans TOURS 

• FAST BREAKING INDUSTRY 

NEWS from over 2,400 sources 

o DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE 

trends distilled from Hanley 

Wood publications 

• Winning designs from the BUILDERS 

CHOICE AWARDS 

• And MORE ... 

Visit us today! 

www.builderonline.com 

For adver1 is1ng aM spansmsn1p 1nformntion or B• 'tLCt!:R Onhni:i 
or any ct our network a; corstrx.tion 1ncustry Web si'.es. cont:ic· 

P(lul T0t.;rl).3f at ptourbi:it@han,ey-wcod.com or 202.729.3629 
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Inspiring exceptional design 

The EXHAUSTO Chimney Fan ensures 
proper draft of fireplaces . 
Creative fireplace design, creative venting -
GUARANTEED to work. 

EXPERIENCE 
EXHAUSTO 

~ More choices 
ci 
~ Contact us today: More creative design possibilities 
2 800.255.2923 info@exhausto.com us.exhausto.com 0 '----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'---~-==o====~~~~~~~ 
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hanley.A.wood 

ebuildNEWPRODUCTNEWS 

Looking for New Products? 

Sign up for ebuild's New Product News 
E-mail Newsletter. 

a biweekly roundup of the industry's 

most innovative new products and tools. 

With this FREE service, you 111 never 

have to worry about missing out on 

the hottest new products to hit the 

market - from the latest line of 

stainless steel appliances to clean-

burning gas fireplaces, and so 

much more. 

Sign up 

today! 

For advertisers who want 

to reach thousands of 

building pros who already 

subscribe, contact Paul 

Tourbaf, 202.729.3629 or 

ptourbaf@hanleywood.com 

ebuild 
THE PROFESSIONAL'S GUIDE 
TO BUILDING PRODUC TS TM 
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end quote 

home sweet dome 

.. 

dymaxion house, designed 1927 

r. buckminster fuller, faia 

1 tlu 11 

tf I 

ell before inventing his 

famous geodesic dome, 

Buckminster Fuller decided the world 

needed affordable, mass-produced 

housing. So, with typical disregard for 

convention, he designed the Dymaxion 

House, a circular aluminum structure 

suspended from a central mast. The 

home 's room sizes were easily 

adjustable to accommodate various 

living situations, and the relatively 

lightweight building could be packed 

up and shipped in a metal tube. 

Its unusual shape promoted heat 

retention during the winter and passive cooling in the summer, and 

its Dymaxion Bathroom featured , among other forward-looking 

innovations , a graywater recycling system. 

Fuller's negotiations with a Kansas aircraft factory to manufac-

ture the house fell through , and he was never able to realize his 

120 www.residentialarchitect.com 
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Courtesy the Estate of R. Buckminster Fuller 

dream of mass production. The only existing prototype, adapted 

from his plans and built in 1948 in Wichita, Kan. , now resides at 

the Henry Ford Museum in Dearborn , Mich. For information 

about viewing Fuller 's creation, visit www.hfmgv.com or call 

the museum at 800.835.5374. -meghan drueding 
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Sometimes, a spectacular finish is the start of a GREAT DESIGN. 

Shown above: Anodized dark bronze aluminum exterior Weather Shield® casement windows tasteful ly coordinated with a 

matching archtop transom unit. This is one of seven anod ized co lors offered by Weather Shie ld. Each p rovides lasting beauty 

that resists chipping or pee ling, even under intense exposure to the sun. For comp lete sizing and ordering information, ca ll 

1-800-477-6808 or visit weathershield .com/RA 

Demand better. Compromise nothing. Want More" 
Circle no. 371 

Weather Shield® Premium Windows and Doors 

Cl 2004 Weather Shield Mfg .. Inc. 


